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ing, and Lloyd Dodd,economics.
FRESHMEN: Stephen Haycox, Barbara Zach,
Theresa Zipp and Mary Mosey, history; Gregory
Williams and Carrol Pease, chemistry; John Ehren-
berg and Stephen Lundquist, electrical engineering;
James Fritzen, Donald Sovie, Judith Hanlon, Bobbie
Wong, Judith Annable, Susan McWalter and Linda
Paradis, first humanities.
Gerald LaCava and Susan Denman, mathematics;
Dan Hoffa, insurance and real estate; Robert Alex-
ander and Charles Owen, pre-med; William Almon,
sociology; Larry Mason and Edwin McCullough, pre-
law; JamesMcNeil, physics; MichaelParks and Mar-
jorie Crow, journalism; Anne Kelly, philosophy.
Mary Mcllraith,English; Cecelia Baker and Mary
Derig, nursing; Susan McMahon, language; Sharon
Wickrnan, home economics; Barbara Klein and Mar-
garetPassanisi, psychology; MarciaWaldron, political
science,and Donna Wilde,medical records.
All scholarship winners will be notified by letter
early next week about the details of their awards.
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
Spectator
The nine juniors pictured above are the top aca-
demic scholarship winners in their class.
One hundred and nine freshmen, sophomores and
juniors have received full and partial-tuition scholar-
ships for the 1963-64 academic year. Those earning
scholarships are:
JUNIORS: Gerald Baydo and Patricia Subica, his-
tory; Thomas Ozretich and John McCloskey, chemis-
try; Samuel Riley, English; JeffreySusbauer, banking
and finance; Howard Matthews, electrical engineer-
ing; Edward Riel, mechanical engineering; William
Clark, pre-med; John Kerry and Patricia Brady, po-
litical science.
Alva Wright and Mary Kay Owens, mathematics;
MargaretDaeges, Maureen Hakker and DianeBruhn,
language; Mary McGrath, Theola Gilmore, Linda
Simpson, Anastasia Ivanoff,Kathleen Lynch, Hermine
Soler, Patricia Hunt, Phillis Mullan and Jane Allen,
education; Darlene Schroedl and Sallee McCormack,
nursing; Bonnie Farrell, sociology; Sally Ostrander,
Small Vote Determines
Finalists for Senate
art; Susan Black, psychology, and Kathleen Baginski,
biology.
SOPHOMORES: Michaelinda Husband, Susan Han-
key and John McGann, English; Diane Wilde, medical
technology; Sheila Fisher, Ann Curfman and Nicole
Cromarty, language; Mary Ann Kertes, Margaret
Roney, Anthony Blozinski and Lawrence McKnight,
mathematics; Clare Lentz, Anne Greeley, James Pic-
ton and Kerin Dunn, education; Mary K.Kimble and
James Dußuz, sociology.
Sydney Andrews, Judith Bezy, Frederick Bunch,
Bruce Weber, honorsprograms; Jeanne Moenig,James
Hasslinger, Clyde Peterson, first humanities; Paul
Hill,Charles Fox, Kaethe Ellis,Gail Fuller and JoseRicard, political science; Gile Downes, Sam Sperry
and Dennis Vercillo,history.
Pat Andrew, philosophy; Andrea Sledge, Colleen
Corwin and Alice Helldoerfer, psychology; Ludovic
Perry, arts and sciences; James Raisio and Gerald
Bosi, electrical engineering; Michael Beers,commerce
and finance; Andriano Pasion, mechanical engineer-
Vol. XXXI.
SPLISH-SPLASH ... Spurs are taking a
bath.New Spurs are initiated inthe small
pool in the Teatro Inigo (little theatre).
The girls were led to the poolblindfolded,
told to sit on the edge and then dunked!
—
Spectator photo by Jim Haley
After their ordeal they spent the next
hour bailing out the pond. "Executing"
the victims are (from 1.) Pat Pressentin
and Margie Byrne; victims are (from 1.)
Terry Zipp and Denny Williams.
By VINCE BARTRAM
"The impact of the fine arts
on modern life" is the theme of
a Fine Arts Symposium to be of-
fered June 17 to July 26, at S.U.
Through exploration of the
structureand functionof the fine
arts, six experts will aim at an
understanding of each art. Spe-
cial attention will be given to
the impact of the arts on mod-
ern culture. Symposium mem-
bers will have the opportunity
to probe the interrelationships
between the arts.
SIX EXPERTS, under the
supervisionof the English dept.,
who willconduct the symposium
are: Choreography and thedance, Ilona Killian;music,
Joseph Gallucci; theater, Fr.
James Connors, S.J.; drawing
and painting, Nikolas Damas-cus; poetry and fiction, Fr.
Thomas O'Brien, S.J., and dra-
ma, Dr. David Dowries.
One week will be devoted to
Party Chairman; Sr. Mary





plishmentsand Failures" will be
discussed by John L. O'Brien,
House Democratic minority
leader; Slade Gordon, House
Republican assistant floor lead-
er; JohnCherberg,Lt.Governor
and Senate President; Dr.Hugh
Bone, from the U.W. political
science dept, and Joel Pritch-
ard, Republican state represen-
tative.
The discussion on "The John
Birch Society: Its Effect on
Society Today" will be headed




Spokane, and Fred Tausend, as-
sistant Attorney General.
In addition to the Political
Issues Conference, there will be
a State Boardof Directors meet-
ing of the Young Democrats to
which all V.D.'s are invited.
each of the six divisions, with
the symposium meetingdaily at
1:30 p.m.for 90-minute sessions.
The sessions will be held in
Teatro Inigo, the little theater
on campus.
FIVE CREDITS (Ed 403-A)
may be earned for the sympo-
sium. The cost, when taken for
Fine Arts Symposium Offered
credit, is $25 plus fees incident
upon registration. Within limits
of the studio's capacity, indivi-
dual sessions will be open to
the public without charge. No
academic credit will be given to
unregistered visitors.
Technical proficiency in the
arts is not a prerequisite for
those whoattend the symposium.
NationWide Honorary
Taps 11Senior Women
Eleven members of S.U.s
class of '63 have beennominated
and accepted by Kappa Gamma
Pi, national Catholic graduate
women's honorary.
Joan Newell, Sharon Missiaen,
Margaret Raney,KathleenKelly,
Ann Huetter, Marilyn Owens,
Gerri Deng, Margaret Hanks,
Ann MacQuarrie, Jan Green-
field and Mary Elayne Grady
have qualified with the neces-
sary 3.46 or above g.p.a. They
were approvedby the faculty to
receive this "acknowledgement
of excellence in both scholar-
ship and leadership."
Installation is scheduled for
May 26 at Fort Lawton. Mrs.
R. C.McLaughlin,national pres-
ident, will present the certifi-
cates, according to Miss Agnes
Reilly, dean of women.
In the primary elections
yesterday, 622 votes were
cast for five senatorial po-
sitions.
Finalists for senior posi-
tion No. 5 are Wally Toner (44)
and Sharon Stanley (41) who
won over Jodi Rotter (23).
Bart Irwin (103) topped the
race for junior senate position
No. 1. The second place went
to Charles Fox (58) in a close
contest with Valerie Volta (53).
Three sophomoresenate posi-
tions were decided in the pri-
mary.
Position No. 2 went to Steve
Hopps (137) followed by Jerry
Harnish (77,), Terry Zipp (71)
and Kathy Robel (12).
Top vote-getter for position
No. 4 was Kathy Keeley (196).
Her opposing candidate will be
Steve Starbuck (64). The other
contender, Jerome Mylet, re-
ceived 32 votes.
Patty Noonan (164) and Mike
Parks (73) will vie for position
No. 5. Their opposition was
Robert Ramseth (60).
Final elections for senate po-
sitions and class offices are
scheduled for next Thursday.
There will be a meeting for
all final candidates at 12:15 p.m.
today, in the Chieftain lounge.
Tickets for the senior class
breakfast, scheduled for June 2,
in the Spanish Ballroom of the
OlympicHotel, go on sale today
at 1 p.m. in the Broadway
bookstore. They are also avail-
able from senior class officers,
Dick Peterson, Chuck Verharen
and Jeanne Hawksford. Senior
awards and LoyaltyCups willbe




By R. LEO PENNE
The John Birch Society, the 1963 legislative record
and political parties will be the general topics covered by
more than a dozen of the state's outstanding practical
and academic political experts
in tomorrow's Political Issues
Conference, Washington—l963.
John J. O'Connell, attorney
general, will be the featured
speaker tonight at a "kick-off"
dinner at the Casa ItalianaRes-
taurant.
THE CONFERENCE proper
willopen tomorrowat 9:30 a.m.
with welcomingremarks by Dr.
Charles LaCugna,headof S.U.s
politicalscience dept. The three
conferences will run simultane-
ously at 10 and 11:30 a.m. and
2:30 p.m. in the Pigott Bldg.
According to chairman Neal
Supplee, "The public is invited
and welcome. The experts are
already expert and the confer-
ence will be a success only if
we can bring some understand-
ingof politics to the layman."
The conference, sponsored by
the S.U. and Washington State
YoungDemocrats, will consider
each of the three main areas
through bipartisan panel dis-
cussions. Those on the panelfor
"Political Parties and Party
Responsibility" are Frank Kel-
ler, Wash. State Democratic
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. Special Features in Today's 16-Page Spectator
Fr. Lemieux's 15th Year at S.U.-pp. 2-3; Text of Encyclical-pp. 5-11
May 14, 1958, Seattle College was accredited
as a university and the Very Rev. A. A. Le-
mieux,S.J., wasnamed president.
Today, fifteen years later, the name of Fr.
Lemieux and Seattle University are synonymous.
THE YEARS between 1948 and 1963 have been
busy ones. Progress and excellence are busy
words, exhausing words, worthwhile words.
Whois theman who lived them?
Albert A. Lemieux was born in Wallace,
Idaho, Sept. 13, 1908 to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Lemieux. He attended Loyola High School in
Missoula, and after graduation entered the So-
ciety of Jesus.
HIS EARLY degreeswere aB.A. and an M.A.
from Gonzaga in 1931 and 1932, and a Licenti-
ate in Sacred Theology from Alma College
(Calif.) in 1939. From 1940 to 1943 he worked for
his Ph.D. at the University of Toronto.His major
was philosophy; his minor, social psychology.
While dean of the graduate school of philoso-
phy at Mount St. Michael's in Spokane (1943-
1947), he completed his work for the doctorate
and received it from Toronto in 1945. The year
before he became president of S.U., Fr. Le-
mieux was dean of the faculties at Gonzaga.
The facts indicate an intelligent man, mo-
tivated bya love of God and possessing outstand-
ing qualities of leadership. The story behind the
facts is more difficult to get, because Fr. Pres-
ident likes to talk about Seattle University, not
about Fr. Lemieux.
WHEN ASKED what his hobbies were, Fa-
ther said "French" without any hesitation. He
took a class in French from Madame Marchand
last year, but had to drop later on to "raise
money for the library."
"What was yourgrade,Father?"
Oh, you'll have to ask Madame Marchand."
The questionsof hobbies is redundant, for Fr.
Lemieux's time is hardly his own. Besides the
innumerable tasks connected with running a
university, he is moderator of the S.U. Guild,
consulter in the Sister Formation program, sec-
retary of the Governor's Committee on Higher
Education, on the board for the Seattle Urban
League and moderator for Daughters of Mary
at Forest Ridge.
THE FACT that he is active in community
as well as university affairs was acknowledged
in 1957 when he was votedSeattle's First Citizen.
When asked what he considered the high
points of his 15 years as University president,
Father included: The completion of Marycrest,
"the most imposing buildingon campus at the
time"; the closing of 10th Street, and thenSpring
Street to through traffic, "before it was like a
freeway in front of the school"; the decision of
the faculty to remain living in the old English
and languagehouses so the students could build
a new student union building. "I think what
everyone forgets is the sacrifices made in the
early years to build Seattle College and Seattle
University"; the time Mr. Pigott walked into
Father's office and donated $500,000 towards the
Commerce and Finance building"; the accredi-
tation of nursing, chemistry and engineeringde-
partments on campusby national organizations;
and the signingof the student pledgefor the new
library.
Looking over the campus now, it is difficult to
believe that when Fr. Lemieux was madepresi-
dent there were three buildings— the liberalarts
bldg., the old science bldg., and the engineering
bldg. Twenty-seven hundred students were at-
tending school in those three buildings. It was
so crowded that Father Presdent's secretary,
closeted inone-third the space she has now, was
also mail clerk and inchargeof the switchboard.
THE CHANGES have come because Fr. Le-
mieux has a very definite idea about where the
University is going.
"We are aiming for excellence
—
an outstand-
ing undergraduate college as well as graduate
work in some restricted area. We want quality
faculty and stricter admission requirements."
"Aiming for excellence ..." a fine credo
for the man, the priest, theadministrator who is
livinghis lifebyit.
Fr.President (left)
takes advantage of the
spring weather for a
walkaround the campus.
But much of his working
day is spent inhis office
(below) in the L.A.Bldg.
Signing of the student pledge for a new library Attending a student tea
The man and the University
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Fr. Lemieux President 15 Years
2
Assisting at graduation ceremonies
They helped bring S.U. fame Decisions in the office Looking forward— next men's dorm
3
An interest in students and student life
makes Father President popular with the
students.Every dayhe takes time from his
busyschedule to visit the Chieftain and talk
with the students and personnel (see top
pictures).In1961 he took a class inFrench
from Madame Marchand. Commented Ma-
dame: "He was a goodstudent. He always
got his homework inon time" (seepicture
on right).
Buildings on their way
up have been a familiar
sight during Fr. Le-
mieux's years as presi-
dent. The new men's
dorm, Bellarmine, com-




1948" Very Rev.A.A.Lemieux,S.J.,becomes presidentof S.U.,May14." Seattle Collegebecomes SeattleUniversity May 14" S.U. golden jubileeNovember 16
1949" Three new women's, one new men's residence halls open (now
unused)
1950" Seniors initiate $30,000 endowment fund for University
1951" Fall enrollment 2,392 including afternoon and evening classes" ROTC acceptedat S.U." Psychiatric clinic established
1952" Fall quarter enrollment 2,862 including afternoon and evening
classes" Johnny O'Brien selected All-American eager
1953" Student union buildingopensMay25
1954" Fr.McGuigan and Fr.Kelley named vice presidents of S.U." Marycrest opens to 310 coeds" Construction beginson Loyola and XavierHalls" Xavier opensSept 21
1955" Fall enrollment3,180 includingafternoon andeveningclasses" Loyola Hall,Jesuit residence,completed
1956" LoyoladedicatedEaster Monday, April2" Construction begins on Pigott Building
1957" VeryRev. A.A. Lemieux,S.J., voted Seattle's First Citizen" PigottBuilding dedicated" Plans announced for proposed library, sciencebuilding(Barman),
and gym-armory
1958" VeryRev. A. A.Lemieux,S.J., honored by alumni at president's
luncheon,Feb. 8" S.U. Chieftain cagers take 2nd place In NCAA national tourna-
ment" 20new instructors added to faculty (sixJesuits,14 lay)" S.U. initiates full SisterFormationprogram" ElginBaylor selected Ail-American
1959" Building fundexceeds $1million" ProvidenceHeights,College of Sister Formation begins
1960" Plans released for new science building
1961" New men's dormplans announced" S.U. announces collegeboards tobe required for admission" Honors program awarded $117,000 Fordgrant" Barman Buildingcompleted
1962" Bellarmine Hall completed" Students vote$1.65 million librarypledge
1963" Plansannounced for new mens' dormitory" Fall enrollment 3,858 including afternoon and evening classes
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The Manand the School:
A History of Growth and Progress
carbon copu
Odds an' Ends and Then Some
ters from St. Louis. He madea running grab for the phone
and called home:
"DidIget any mail today?"
"Nope."
"Are you sure?"
"Well, nothing much, just
some letter from some dean
from some college inMissouri."
AFTER THEY picked him up
off the floor, Leo learned that
he had been accepted." " ♥
Christel Brellochs was walk-
ing around campus Wednesday
with Renard, the baby fox, on
her shoulder.
"We have a perfect relation-
ship," said the sophomore fond-
ly. "She's waiting to grow up
by judyking
Spec staffers are used to hear-
ing unusual requests over the
phone... but the call last
week really tied it:
"Hello. This is the Catholic
information service. Could you
tell us where we could find the
history of the early Church in
Wenatchee?"
Some parents just refuse to
get involved.Leo Penne,senior,
hadbeen waitingweeks for word
from St. LouisUniversity onhis
application for graduate study.
MONDAY NIGHT he was still
at school when he heard some
S.U. students had received let-
Father, Leader, Friend
When someone opens a door for us, gives our car a shove,
or does a similar favor, we are quick to say "Thank you." But
in the case of those who are doing the "big" favors for us, the
favors that last for years, we may not say "Thank you" as often
as we want.
We felt that the fifteenth anniversaryof Fr. Lemieux's presi-
dency at S.U. gave us as students an opportunity to express a
token of our appreciation for all he has done for us, for all
he means to us. Sometimes an editorial writer may wonder how
many share his opinion. But when he writes a sincere "Thank
you to Fr. Lemieux for 15 years," he knows he speaks for all
the students.
FEW COLLEGE presidentscould equalFr. Lemieux's record.
Many have extended their campuses, some have lifted the aca-
demic standards and spirit, and others have brightened the pub-
lic image of their universities. That Fr. Lemieux has combined
all of these achievements is well known. That he has added
to them all the spirit of a real friend is known by the students.
And it is this last point which makes Fr. Lemieux mean so much
to us.
Sacrifices,problems, worries, decisions— they combine to make
the president's office an exhausting burden. The president feels
the pressure from the administration, the public, the faculty and
the student body— and the pressures often conflict. Despite our
deep affection for Fr. Lemieux, we pray he will continue to bear
Cese woes for many years.SOME UNIVERSITY presidents feel that students only wantem around to pat their heads or behinds. Such is not the case
here. The students of S.U. miss Fr. Lemieux when he is gone
and welcome him when he returns, because he means a lot to
them as father, leader and friend. The smile on the mall and
the noontime greeting in the Chieftain indicate that Fr. Lemieux
is a president whose dominant thought is the student as a person,
and not as a statistic.
His 15 years here is somethng of a record. The physical
accomplishments can be measured; the more important feature
—the attitude Fr. Lemieux has developed in the students
—
cannot




POSSIBLY WE may return for another celebration on May
14, 1973. There may be so many advances that we will not recog-
nize the campus. The one familiar thing we will look forward
to seeing will be in the president's office, or maybe on the mall,
or possibly ina new student union— and that will be Fr.Lemieux.
Our congratulationson these past 15 years,Father, and our deep
thanks.
so she can have me for dinner
and I'm waitingfor her to grow
up soIcan have a fox collar."
The tappingof new Spurs last
weekend brought reminiscenses
of what lengths the girls have
gone to making sure a new
memberis on campus the morn-
ing she is to be tapped.
THE CLASSIC EXAMPLE of
skull-duggery occurred last year
when one of the freshmen was
planning to go home the week-
end the tapping was planned.
The help of Jim Bradley, then
ASSU president, wasenlisted.
He called the coed, told her
that President Kennedy was
paying a surprise visit to the
campus and that she had been
chosen to be on the welcoming
committee.
"Now the thing is," saidBrad-
ley solemnly, "this has to be
kept absolutelysecret. Don't tell
a soul."
The excited girl canceled her
train tickethome and spent half
the night ironingclothes for the
big occasion.
IT WORKED OUT just fine.
Next morning about 4:15, Spur
members burst into her room
for the surprise tapping.
"I'm really flattered," said the
coed, "but Ican't go on the
picnic with you."
"Why not?"
"Well .. . it's a secret."
It took a lot of talking, plus
a phone call to Bradley at S
a.m. to convince her the whole
thing had been a hoax.
sult in the university itself:
"From the maturity schools
down to the elementarygrades,
the university bears upon cur-
ricula; it is the summit of the
whole enterprise, its foundation
and capstone. It represents the
highest goal in education and,
since this goalmust not, through
inadequateschooling, be barred
to anyone, the university indi-
rectly sets a standard upon
which all education isbuilt."
ADMIRAL RICKOVER does
not suggest that we emulate the
Swiss educational system, but
that we adopt its positive atti-
tude. We should, he argues, try
to trainour teachers and admin-
istratorswith a higherdegreeof
proficiency in their respective
fields. Then the process of in-





We can learn from the Swiss
example— this isRickover's the-
sis.It is true that oursis a more
complexsociety,but perhapsthe
Swiss, with their pacific and
expedient, yet progressive and
thorough educational system,
can serveas an exampleto those
who would try to correct the
vacuum inAmerican education.
For it is the American educa-
tional system which must inev-
itablymeet the final test.
Rickover's book, therefore,





Swiss Schools andOurs:i retrospect
canton such as one of these that
there is "a strong sense of re-
sponsibility to provide the young
people with both general and
specializedtraining."
IT IS, FURTHERMORE, the
utilizationof humanpotential to
which the Swiss educational sys-
tem addresses itself. Rickover
includes a thorough description
and analysis of the educational
structure in Switzerland. He
stresses that the end result de-
sired of the "elementary" and
"maturity"levels is a complete,
well-rounded individual— able to
assume the responsibilitiesof a
university education and suc-
ceed.
In comparison, the Admiral
adamantlycondemns American
education for its superficiality.
The educationalsystem inAmer-
ica can only reflect the general
culture of the country. Is this
univocal thinking? Perhaps— but
the Admiral's point is well
taken.
Here in the richest and most
powerful nation in the world, we




stances because of the lack of
educational facilities or finan-
cial support. Switzerland, on the
contrary,has an extremelymod-
est society and makes a deter-
minedeffort to promote a rigor-
ous system of education. The
difference is that the Swiss sys-
tem is compulsory whereas ours
is not. Thus we have the endre-
Why Theirs Are Better
By Admiral HymanG. Rick-
over, (LittleBrownand Com-
pany, New York, 1962), $3.95,
219pp.
By JAMES NAIDEN
Since the fall of 1957, when
the Soviet Union hurled Sputnik
Iinto orbit, there has been an
urgent cry for improvement in
the American educational sys-
tem. To better the quality and
the quantity is the ideal, yet
how to do it is an acuteproblem.
The possibility that the Russians
might surpass the Americans in
science and technology (and
— by
some form of witchcraft
— win
the "cold war")has been aviru-
lent warcry for those who think
with literal, if not univocal,
minds. This is not to say that
the Russians cannot or will not
surpass us, for the possibility
remains that by a supreme ef-
fort on their part andby inertia
onour own, they could very well
leaveusbehind.
This is the concern of Ad-
miral Hyman G. Rickover, who
voices his interest in a compar-
ative study, Swiss Schools and
Ours: Why Theirs Are Better.
The Admiral compares the ed-
ucational system of Switzerland
and its end results to the Amer-
ican educational system. The
Swisssystem, according toRick-
over, may be studied in four
representative cantons
— Basle,
Berne, Geneva and Zurich— all
of which are urban. It is in a
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Encyclical Seeks Modern Leaders
(Editor's note: Fr. John Fittcrcr, S.J., dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences, wrote the fol-
lowing explanation when he learned that Dick
Otto, speaking for the Sodality, had requested
The Spectator to reprint the whole text of Pope
John XXIH'sencyclical, "Pacem in Terris."The
Spectator was able to reprint the long letter be-
cause of a special financial arrangement with
Grange Printing Co., because the Sodality bore
the extra cost of the pages and because Gene
Esquivel spent seven hours laving out the pages.
The Spectator is grateful to all. Otto has recom-
mended that those who do have their own copyof
the encyclical save pages 5 to 12 of thispaper be-
cause it willbe requiredreading inmany areas).
When students and non-students ask me what
is the difference between public and private col-
lege and university education, Ireply that aprivate institution of higher learninghas a spe-
cialized function in our free society. That func-
tion is to train for intellectual and moral lead-
ership.
Public institutions of higher learningare not
wanting in these same characteristics, but I
believe a university like our own gives a per-
sonal touch through classroom and outside stu-
dent-faculty relationships thatmorereadilybrings
forth the best efforts inour undergraduateschol-ars towards intellectual and moral leadership.
After all, Seattle University's academic andcultural goals for all its students are based onthe ideal of leadership in the intellectual virtuesportrayed by Christ, King and Leader, in theGospel episodes of Matthew, Mark, Luke andJohn.
IN CHRIST we all find the qualities of self-
lessness, giving,enthusiasm, a thirst for knowl-
edge and truth, intellectual convictions, moral
and religious formation, generosity and the rea-
son for suffering and pain— all important vir-
tues for the real leader. And since a Catholic
university is also a house of intellect, it should
nurture intellectual and moral leaders based on
such a model as Christ.
However, intellectual, moral and religious
leadership must be placed in a modern setting.
In the recent encyclical of Pope Joh,n XXIII,
"Pacem in Terris," Isee an appeal for this
leadership of which we have been writing in
the light of modern political, social, economic
andcultural changes.Few documents havestated
so clearly the need and demand for intellectual
and moral leadership in world affairs than thisApril 11, 1963, encyclical of Pope John.
ICONGRATULATE the officers of Seattle
University's Sodality programs for printing thisimportant and timely document. The editors of
The Spectator are wise and thoughtful in per-
mitting their publication to be used for such
an intellectual and apostolic venture into thesocial, economic, moral and religious issues fac-ing modern man.
It is my sincere hope that every reader willsave his or her copy of the encyclical and thata number of student-faculty seminars and dis-
cussions relating to its contents may take placeon campus during the next academic year. Toread andponder the message of "Pacem in Ter-
ris" will be a true sign of our intellectual andmoral leadership in Seattle University's houseof intellect.
W4| TABLETS J
THESAFE WAYto stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz keeps you mentally Next time monotony makes
alert with the same safe re- you feeldrowsy while driving,
fresher found in coffee and working or studying, do as
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster, millions do... perk up with
handier,morereliable.Abso- safe, effectiveNoDoz tablets.
lutely not habit-forming. Another fine product of GroveLaboratories.
Following is the text of the encyclical "Pacem in Tern's" (Peace on
Earth) of His Holiness, Pope John XXIII in which he gives mankind
anew blueprint for peace andcalls for disarmament, a banon nuclear
weapons,eliminationof racism andvoluntary establishmentof a world
authority capable of upholding the common good on a worldwide
scale.DatedHoly Thursday,April 11, 1963, it was releasedby the Vat-
ican Press Office on April 10.
Encyclical letter of His Holiness John XXIII,by Divine Providence
Pope, to the venerable brothers the patriarchs, primates, archbishops and
other local ordinaries in peace and communion with the Apostolic See, to
the clergy and faithful of the whole world, and to all men of good-will, on
establishinguniversal peace in truth, justice, charity and liberty.
To our venerable brothers the patriarchs, primates, archbishops,
bishops and other local ordinaries in peace and communion with the Apos-
tolic See, to the clergy and faithful of the whole world and to all men of
good-will: Pope John XXIII;venerable brothers and beloved children health
and apostolic benediction.
Introduction
pouring into them the abundance of His
wisdom and goodness, so that the holy
psalmist praises God in these words: "O
Lord, our Lord, how glorious is your
name over all the earth." Elsewhere
he says: "How manifold are your works.
O Lord! In wisdom you have wrought
them all!"
God also created man in his own
image and likeness, endowed him
with intelligence and freedom, and made
himlordof creation, as the same psalmist
declares in the words: "You have made
him little less than the angels, and
crowned him withglory and honor. You
have given him rule over the works-of
your hands, putting all things under his
feet."
ORDER IN THE UNIVERSE
Peace on earth, which men of every
era have most eagerly yearned for, can
be firmly established only if the order
laiddown by God be dutifully observed.
The progress of learning and the inven-
tions of technology clearly show that,
both in living things and in the forces of
nature, an astonishing order reigns, and
they alsobear witness to the greatnessof
man, who can understand thatorder and
create suitable instruments to harness
those forces of nature and use them to
his benefit.
But the progress of science and the
inventions of technology show all the
infinite greatness of God, who created
the universe and man himself.
He created all things out of nothing,
How strongly does the turmoil of ii-
dividual men and peoples contrast with
the perfect order of the universe! It is
as if the relationships which bind them
together could be controlled only by
force. But the creator of the worldhas
imprinted inman's heart an order which
his conscience reveals to him and en-
joins him to obey: "They show the work
of the law writtenin their hearts. Their
conscience bears witness to them."
And how could it be otherwise? For
whatever God has made shows forth His
infinite wisdom, and it is manifested
more clearly in the things which have
greater perfection.
But fickleness of opinion often pro-
duces this error, that many think that
the relationships between men and
states can be governed by the same laws
ORDER IN HUMAN BEINGS
as the forces and irrational elementsof
the universe, whereas the lawsgoverning
them are of quite a different kind and
are to be sought elsewhere, namely,
where the Father of all things wrote
them, that is. in the nature of man.
By these laws men are most admirably
taught, first of allhow they should con-
duct their mutualdealings among them-
selves, then how the relationships be-
tween the citizens and -thepublic author-
ities of each state should be regulated,
then how states should deal with one an-
other, and finally how, on the one hand,
individual men and states, and on the
other hand, the community of all peo-
ples,should act towards each other, the
establishment of such a world commu-
nity of peoples being urgently demand-




licly. For, as Lactantius so clearly
taught: We were created for the pur-
pose of showing to the God who bore
us the submission weowe Him, or recog-
nizing Him alone, and of serving Him.
We are obliged and bound by this duty
to God. From this religion itself receives
its name. And on this point our
predecessor of immortal memory, Leo
XIII, declared: "This genuine, this hon-
orable freedom of the sons of God,
which most nobly protects the dignity
of the human person, is greater than any
violence or injustice. It has always been
sought by the church, and always most
dear toher. This was the freedom which
the apologists claimed with intrepid con-
stancy, which the apologists defended
with their writings, and which the mar-
tyrs in such numbers consecrated with
their blood."
The Right to Choose Freely
One's State of Life
Human beings have the right tochoose
freely the state of life which they prefer,
and therefore the right to set up a fam-
ily, with equal rights and duties for man
and woman, and also the right to follow
a vocation to the priesthood or the re-
ligious life.
The family, grounded on marriage
freely contracted, monogamous and in-
dissoluble,is and must be considered the
first and essentialcell of human society.
To it must be given every consideration
of an economic, social, cultural and
moral nature which will strengthen its
stability and facilitate the fulfillment of
its specific mission.
Parents, however, have a prior right
in the support and education of their
children.
Economic Rights
Human beings have the natural right
to free initiative in the economic field,
and the right to work.
Indissolubly linked with those rights
is the right to working conditions in
which physical health is not endangered,
morals are safeguarded and young peo-
ple's normal development is not im-
paired. Women have the right to work-
ing conditions in accordance with their
requirements and their duties as wives
and mothers.
From the dignity of the human person,
therealso arises the right to carryon eco-
nomic activities according to the degree
of responsibility of which one is capable.
Furthermore
—
and this must be
specially emphasized— thereis the right
to a working wage, determined accord-
ing to criterionsof justice and sufficient,
therefore, in proportion to the available
resources, to give the worker and his
family a standard of living in keeping
with the dignity of the human person.
In this regard, our predecessor Pius XII
said: "To the personal duty to work im-
ity in cases of sickness, inability to work,
widowhood, old age, unemployment, or
in any other case in whichhe is deprived
of the means of subsistence through no
fault of his own.
Rights Pertaining to Moral and
Cultural Values
By the natural law every human being
has the right to respect for his person,
to his good reputation, the right to free-
dom in searching for truth and in ex-
pressing and communicating this opin-
ion, and in pursuit of art, within the
limits laid downby the moral order and
the common good. And he has the right
to be informed truthfully about public
events.
The natural law also gives man the
right to share in the benefits of culture,
and therefore the right to a basic edu-
cation and to technical and professional
training in keeping with the stage of
educational development in the country
to which he belongs. Every effort should
be made to insure that persons be en-
abled, on the basis of merit, to go on tohigher studies, so that, as far as pos-sible, they may occupy posts and take
on responsibilities in human society in
accordance with their natural gifts and
the skills they have acquired.
The Right to Worship God According
to One's Conscience
Every human being has the right to
honor God according to the dictates of
an upright conscience, and therefore the
right to worship God privately anil pub-
Every Man Is a Person With Rights
and Duties
First of all, it is necessary to speak of
the order which should exist between
men. Any human society, if it is to be
well-ordered and productive, must lay
down as a foundation this principle,
namely, that everyhuman being is a per-
son, that is, his nature is endowed with
intelligence and free will. By virtue of
this,he has rights and duties of his own,
flowing directly and simultaneously from
his very nature, which are therefore un-
iversal, invoilable and inalienable.
If we look upon the dignity of the hu-
man person in the light of divinely re-
vealed truth, we cannot help but esteem
it far more highly. For men are re-
deemed by the blood of Jesus Christ,
they are by grace the children and
friends of God and heirs of eternalglory.
RIGHTS
The Right to Life and a Worthy
Standard of Living
Beginning our discussion of the rights
of man, we see that every man has the
right to life, to bodily integrity and to
the means which are necessary and suit-
able for the proper development of life.
These are primarily food, clothing, shel-
ter, rest, medical care and. finally, the
necessary social services. Therefore, a
human being also has the right to secur-
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complex which had its roots in social-
economic privileges, sex or political
standing.
On the contrary, the conviction that
all men are equal by reason of their
natural dignity has been generally ac-
cepted. Hence racial discriminationcan
inno way be justified, at least doclrin-
ally or in theory. And this is of funda-
mental importance and significance for
the formation of human society accord-
ing to those principles which we have
outlined above. For, if a man becomes
conscious of his rights, he must become
equally aware of his duties. Thus he
who possesses certain rights has like-
wise the duty to claim those rights as
marks of his dignity, while all others
have the obligation to acknowledge
those rights and respect them.
When the relations of human society
are expressed in terms of rights and du-
ties, men become conscious of spiritual
values, understand the meaning and sig-
nificance of truth, justice, charity and
freedom, and become deeply aware that
they belong to this world,of values.
Moreover, when moved by such con-
cerns, they are brought to a better
knowledge of the true God who is per-
sonal and transcendent, and thus they
make the ties that bind them to God
the solid foundations and supreme cri-
terion of their lives, both of that life
which they live interiorly in the depths
of their own souls and of that in which
they are united to other men in society.
Part II
RELATIONSBETWEEN INDIVIDUALS
AND THE PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
Necessity and Divine Origin of
Authority
Human society can be neither well-or-
dered nor prosperous unless it has some
people invested with legitimate author-
ity to preserve its institutions and to
devote themselves as far as is necessary
to work and care for the good of all.
These, however, derive their authority
from God, as St. Paul teaches in the
words, "Authority comes from God
alone." These words of St. Paul are
explained thus by St. John Chrysostom:
"What are you saying? Is every ruler ap-
pointed by God? Ido not say that, he
replies, for Iam not dealing now with
individual rulers, but with authority it-
self. What Isay is, that it is the divine
wisdom and not mere chance, that has
ordained that there should be govern-
ment, that some should command and
others obey. Moreover, since God
made men social by nature, and since
no society can hold together unless
some one be over all, directing all to
strive earnestly for the common good,
every civilized community must have a
ruling authority, and this authority, no
less than society itself, has its source in
nature, and has, consequently, God for
its author."
But authority is not to be thought of
as a force lacking all control. Indeed,
since it is the power to command ac-
cording to right reason, authority must
derive its obligatory force from the
moral order, which in turn has God for
its first source and final end. Where-
fore our predecessor of happy memory,
Pius XII, said: "That same absolute or-
der of beings and their ends which pre-
sents man as an autonomous person,
that is, as the subject of inviolable
duties and rights, and as at once the
basis of society and the purpose for
which it exists,also includes the state as
a necessary society invested with the au-
thority without which it could not come
into being or live . .. And since this
absolute order, as we learn from sound
reason, especially from the Christian
faith, can have no origin save in a per-
sonal God who is our Creator, it follows
that the dignity of the state's authority
is due to its sharing to some exent in
the authority of God himself.
Where the' civil authority uses as its
only or its chief means either threats
and fear of punishment or promises of
rewards, it cannot effectively move men
to promote the common good of all.
Even if it did so move them, this would
be altogether opposed to their dignity
as men, endowed with reason and free
will. As authority is chiefly concerned
with moral force, it follows that civil
authority must appeal primarily to the.
Human society is realized in freedom,
that is to say, in ways and means in
keeping with the dignity of its citizens,
who accept the responsibility of their
actions, precisely because they are by
nature rationalbeings.
Human society, venerable brothers
and beloved children, ought to be re-
garded above all as a spiritual reality:
in which men communicate knowledge
to each other in the light of truth; in
which they can enjoy their rights and
fulfill their duties, and are inspired to
strive for moral good. Society should
enable men to share in and enjoy every
legitimate expressionof beauty, and en-
courage them constantly to pass on to
others all that is best in themselves,
while they strive to make their own the
spiritual achievements of others. These
are the spiritual values which continu-
ally give life and basic orientation to
cultural expressions, economic move-
ments and forms, laws, and all other
structures by which society is outwardly
established and constantly developed.
God and the MoralOrder
The order which prevails in society
is by nature moral. Grounded as it is
in truth, it must function according to
the norms of justice, it should be in-
spired and perfected by mutual love,
and finally it should be brought to an
ever more refined and human balance
in freedom.
Now an order of this kind, whose
principles are universal, absolute and
unchangeable, has its ultimate source in
the one true God, who is personal and
transcends human nature. Inasmuch as
God is the first truth and the highest
good, He alone is that deepest source
from which human society can draw its
vitality, if that society is to be well-or-
dered, beneficial, and in keeping with
human dignity. As St. Thomas
Aquinas says: "Human reason is the
norm of the human will, according to
whichits goodness is measured, because
reason derives from the eternal law
which is the divine reason itself. It is
evident then that the goodness of the
human will depends much more on the
eternal law than on human reason."
Characteristics of the Present Day
Our age has three distinctive charac-
teristics. First of all, the working class-
es have gradually gained ground in eco-
nomic and public affairs. They began by
claiming their rights in the socio-eco-
nomic sphere; they extended their ac-
tion then to claims on the political lev-
el; and finally applied themselves to the
acquisition of the benefits of a more
refined culture. Today, therefore, work-
ers allover the worldrefuse to be treat-
ed as if they were irrational objects
without freedom, to be used at the arbi-
trary disposition of others. They insist
that they be always regarded as men
with a share in every sector of human
society: in the social and economic
sphere, in the fields of learning and
culture, and in public life.
Secondly, it is obvious to everyone
that women are now taking a part in
public life. This is happening more rap-
idly, perhaps in nations of Christian
civilization, and, more slowly but broad-
ly, among peoples who have inherited
other traditions or cultures. Since wom-en are becoming ever more conscious of
their human dignity, they will not toler-
ate being treated as mere material in-
struments, but demandrights befitting a
human person both in domestic and in
public life.
Finally, the modern world, as com-
pared with the recent past, has taken
on an entirely new appearance in the
field of social and political life. For
since all nations have either achieved
or are on the way to achieving inde-
pendence, there willsoon no longer ex-
ist a world divided into nations that rule
others and nations that are subject to
others.
Men all over the world have today
—
or will soon haye— the rank of citizens
in independent nations. No one wants
to feel subject to political powers lo-
cated outside his own country or ethnic
group. Thus in very many human be-
ings the inferiority complex which en-
dured for hundreds and thousands of
years is disappearing, while in others
there is an attenuation and gradual fad-
ing of the corresponding superiority
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posed by nature, there corresponds and
follows the naturalright of each individ-
ual to make of his work the means to
provide for his own life and the lives of
his children.
'
So profoundly is the em-
pire of nature ordainedfor the preserva-
tion of man."
The right to private property, evenof
productive goods, also derives from the
nature of man. This right, as we have
elsewhere declared, is a suitable means
for safeguarding the dignity of the hu-
man person and for the exercise of re-
sponsibility in all fields; it strengthens
and gives serenity to family life, thereby
increasing the peace and prosperity of
the state.
However, it is opportune to point out
that there is a socialduty essentially in-
herent in the right of private property.
The Right of Meeting and
Association
From the fact that human beings are
by nature social,there arisesthe right of
assembly and association. They have also
the right to give the societies of which
they aremembers the form they consider
most suitable for the aim they have in
view, and to act within,such societies on
their own initiative and on their own re-
sponsibilityinorder to achieve their de-
sired objectives.
We ourselves stated in the encyclical
"Mater etMagistra" that,for the achieve-
ment of ends which individual human
beings cannot attain except by associa-
tion, it is necessary and indispensable to
set up a great variety of such intermedi-
ategroups and societies inorder toguar-
antee for the human person a sufficient
sphere of freedom and responsibility.
TheRight toEmigrate
and Immigrate
Every human being has the right to
freedom of movement and of residence
within the confines of his own country;
and, when there are just reasons for it,
the right to emigrate to other countries
and, take up residence there. The
fact that one. is a citizen of a particular
state does not detract in any way from
his membership of the human family as
a whole, nor from his citizenship of the
world community.
DUTIES
Rights and Duties Necessarily Linked in
the One Person
Thenatural rights with which we have
been dealing are, however, inseparably
connected, in the very person who is
their subject, with just as many respec-
tive duties; and rights as well as duties
find their source, their sustenance and
their inviolability in the natural law
which grants or enjoins them.
For example, the right of every man
to life is correlative with the duty to
preserve it; his right to a decent stan-
dard of living with the duty of living
it becomingly; and his right to investi-
gate the truth freely, with the duty of
seeking it and of possessing it ever
more completely and profoundly.
Reciprocity of Rights and Duties Be-
tween Persons
Once this is admitted, it is also clear
that in humansociety to one man's right
there corresponds a duty in all other
persons: the duty, namely, of acknowl-
edging and respecting the right in ques-
tion. For every fundamental human
right draws its indestructible moral
force from the natural law which, in
granting it, imposes a corresponding ob-
ligation. Those, therefore, who claim
their own rights, yet altogether forget
or neglect to carry out their respective
duties, are people who build with one
hand and destroy with the other.
Mutual Collaboration
Since men are social by nature they
are meant to live with others and to
work for one another's welfare. A well-
ordered human society requires that
men recognize and observe their mutual
rights and duties; It also demands that
each contribute generously to the estab-
lishmentof a civic order in which rights
and duties are progressively more sin-
cerely and effectively acknowledged and
fulfilled.
It is not enough, for example, to ac-
knowledge and respect every man's
right to the means of subsistence: One.
must also strive to obtain that he actu-
ally has enough in the way of food and
nourishment.
The society of men must not only be
organized but must also provide them
withabundant resources. This certainly
requires that they observe their mutual
rights and duties: It also requires that
they collaboratetogether inthe many en-
terprises that modern civilization either
allows or encouragesor evendemands.
The dignity of the human person also
requires that every man enjoy the right
to act freely and responsibly. For this
reason,therefore, in social relations man
should exercise his rights, fulfill his ob-
ligation, and, in the countless forms of
collaborationwith others, act chiefly on
his own responsibility and initiative.
This is to be done in such a way that
each one acts on his own decision, of
set purpose and from a consciousness of
his obligation, without being moved by
force or pressure brought to bear on
him externally. For any human society
that is established on relations of force
must be regarded as inhuman, inasmuch
as the personality of its members is re-
pressed or restricted, when in fact they
should be provided with appropriate in-
centives and means for developing and
perfecting themselves.
Social Life in Truth, Justice, Charity
and Freedom
A political society is to be considered
well-ordered, beneficial and in keeping
with human dignity if it is grounded on
truth. As the Apostle Paul exhorts us:
"Away with falsehood then; let everyone
speak out the truth to his neighbor;
membership of the body binds us to one
another." This demands that recip-
rocal rights and duties be sincerely rec-
ognized. Furthermore, human society
will be such as we have just described
it, if the citizens, guided by justice, ap-
ply themselves seriously to respecting
the rights of others and discharging
their own duties; if they are moved by
such fervor of charity as to make their
own the needs of others and share with
others their own goods: If, finally, they
work for a progressively closer fellow-
ship in the world of spiritual values.
Political Rights
The dignity of the human person in-
volves the right to takean active part in
public affairs and to contribute one's
part to the common good of the citizenry.For, as our predecessor of happy mem-
ory,Pius XII, pointed out: The humanindividual, far frombeing an object and,
as it were, a merely passive element in
the social order, is in fact, must be and
must continue to be, its subject, its foun-
dation and its end.
The human person is also entitled to a
juridical protection of his rights, a pro-
tection that should be efficacious, im-
partial and inspired by the true norms
of justice.
As our predecessor Pius XII teaches:That perpetualprivilege proper to man,by which every individual has a claim
to the protection of his rights, and bywhich thereis assigned to eacha definite
and particular sphere of rights, immunefrom all arbitrary attacks, is the logical
consequence of the order of justice will-ed by God.
and to the development, in keeping with
the development of the productive sys-
tem, of such essential services as the
building of roads, transportation, com-
munications, water supply, housing, pub-
lic health, education, facilitation of the
practice of religion and recreational fa-
cilitics. It is necessary also that govern-
ments make efforts to see that insurance
systems are made available to the citi-
zens, .so that, in case of misfortune or
increased family responsibilities,no per-
son willbe without the necessary means
to maintaina decent standard of living.
The government should make similarly
effective efforts to see that those who
are able to work can find employment
inkeeping with their aptitudes,and that
each workerreceives a wage inkeeping
with the laws of justice and equity. It
should be equally the concern of civil
authorities to insure that workers be al-
lowed their proper responsibility in the
work undertaken in industrial organiza-
tion, and to facilitate the establishment
of intermediategroups which will make
social life richer and more effective.
Finally, it should be possible for all the
citizens to share as far as they are able
in their country's cultural advantages.
Harmonious Relation Between Public
Authority's Two Forms of Intervention
The common good requires that civil
authorities maintain a careful balance
betweencoordinating and protecting the
rights of the citizens, on the one hand,
and promoting them, on the other. It
shouldnot happen that certain individu-
als or social groups derive special ad-
vantage from the fact that their rights
have received preferential protection.
Nor .should it happen that governments,
in seeking to protect these rights, be-
come obstacles to their full expression
and free use. "For this principle must al-
ways be retained: that .state activity in
the economic field, no matter what its
breadthordepthmay be, ought not to be
exercised in such a way as to curtail an
individual's freedom of personal initia-
tive. Rather it should work to expand
that freedom as much as possible by the
effective protection of the essential per-
sonal rights of each and every indi-
vidual."
The same principle should inspire the
various steps which governments take in
order to make it possible for the citizens
more easily to exercise their rights and




It is impossible to determine, once and
I'or all, what is the most suitable form of
government, or how civil authoritiescan
most effectively fulfill their respective
functions, i.e.. the legislative, judicial
a-nd executive functions of the state. In
determining the structure and operation
of government which a state is to have,
fjreat weight has to be given to the his-
torical background and circumstances of
given political communities, circum-
stances which will vary ai different
times and in different places. We con-
sider, however, that it is in keeping with
the innate demands of human nature
that the state should take a form which
embodies the three-fold division of pow-
ers corresponding to the three principal
functions of public authority In that
type of state, not only the official func-
tions of government but also the mutual
relations between citizens and public
officials are set down according to law,
which in itself affords protection to the
citizens hoth in the enjoyment of their
rights and in the fulfillment of their
duties.
If. however, this political and juridi-
cial structure is to produce the advan-
tages whichmay be expected (if it, public
officials must strive to meet the prob-
lems which arise in a way that conforms
both to the complexities ol the situation
and the proper exercise o1o1 their function.
This require! that, in constantly chang-
ing conditions, legislators never forget
the norms of morality, or constitutional
provisions, or the objective requirement*
of the common good. Moreover, execu-
tive authorities must coordinate the ac-
tivities of society withdiscretion, witha
full knowledge of the law and after a
careful consideration of circumstances,
and the courts must administer justice
impartially and withoutbeing influenced
by favoritism or pressure. The good or-
der of society also demands that indi-
vidual citizens and intermediate organ-
of the various human groups are to be
respected as constituent elementsof the
common good, but these values and
characteristics by no means exhaust the
content of the common good For the
common good is intimately bound up
with human nature. It can never exist
fully and completely unless, its intimate
nature and realization being what they
are, the human person is taken into ac-
count.
In the second place, the very nature
of the common good requires that all
members of the political community be
entitled to share in it, although in dif-
ferent ways according to each one's
tasks, merits and circumstances.For this
reason, every civil authority must take
pains to promote thecommon goodof all,
withoutpreference for any single citizen
orcivic group. Asour predecessorof im-
mortal memory,LeoXIII,has said: The
civilpowermust notserve the advantage
of any one individualorof some few per-
sons, inasmuch as it was established for
the common good of all. Considera-
tions of justiceand equity, however,can
at times demand that those involved in
civil government give more attention to
the less fortunate members of the com-
munity, since they arc less able to de-
fend their rights and to assert their
legitimate claims.
In this context, we judge that atten-
tion should be called to the fact that the
common good touches the whole man.
the needs both of his body and of his
-soul. Hence it follows that the civil au-
thorities must undertake to effect the
common good by ways and means that
are proper to them. That is, while re-
specting the hierarchy of values, they
should promote simultaneously both the
materialand the spiritual welfare of the
citizens.
These principles are clearly contained
in the doctrine stated in our encyclical,
"Mater et Magistra," where we empha-
sized that the common good of all em-
braces the sum total of those conditions
of social living whereby men areenabled
to achieve their own integral perfection
more fully and more easily.
Menhowever, composed as they are of
bodies and immortalsouls, can never in
this mortal life succeed in satisfying all
their needs or in attaining perfect happi-
ness. Therefore, all efforts made to pro-
mote the common good, far from en-
dangering the eternal salvation of men,
ought rather to serve to promote it.
Responsibilities of the Public Authority,
and Rights and Duties of Individuals
It is agreed that in our time the com-
mon good is chiefly guaranteed when
personal rights and duties arc main-
tained. The chief concern of civil author-
ities must therefore be to insure that
these rights are acknowledged, respected,
coordinated with other rights, defended
and promoted, so that in this way each
one may more easily carry outhis duties.
For to safeguard the inviolablerights of
the human person, and to facilitate the
fulfillment of its duties, should be the
essentialoffice of everypublic authority.
This means that, if any government
does not acknowledge the rights of man
or violates them, it not only fails in its
duty, but its orders completely lack
juridical force.
Reconciliation and Protection of Rights
and Duties of Individuals
One of the fundamentalduties of civil
authorities, therefore, is to coordinate" social relations in such fashion that the
exorcise of one man's rights does not
threaten others in the exercise of their
own rights nor hinder them in the ful-
fillment of their duties. Finally, the
rights of all should be effectively safe-
guarded and, if they have been violated,
completely restored.
Duty of Promoting the Rights of Indi-
viduals
It is also demanded by the common
good that civil authorities should make
earnest efforts to bring about a situation
in which individual citizens can easily
exercise their rights and fulfill their
duties as well.For experiencehas taught
us that, unless these authorities take
suitable action with regard to economic,
political and cultural matters, inequali-
ties betweenthe citizens tend to become
more and more widespread, especially
in the modern world, and as a result hu-
man rights are rendered totally inef-
fective, and the fulfillment of duties is
compromised.
It is therefore necessary that the Ad-
ministration give, wholeheartedand care-
ful attention to the social as well as to
tin; economic progress of the citizens,
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izations should be effectively protected
by law whenever they have rights to be
exercised or obligations to be fulfilled.
This protection should be granted to
citizens both in their dealings with each
other and in their relations with govern-
ment agencies.
Law and Conscience
It is unquestionablethat a legal struc-
ture in conformity with the moralorder
and corresponding to the level of devel-
opment of the political community is of
great advantage to achievement of the
common good.
And yet, social life in the modern
world is so varied,complex and dynamic
thatevena juridical structure whichhas
been prudently and thoughtfully estab-
lished is always inadequate for the needs
of society.
It is also true that the relations of the
citizens with each other, of citizens and
intermediate groups with public author-
ities, and finally of the public author-
ities withone another are often so com-
plex and so sensitive that they cannot be
regulated by inflexible legal provisions.
Such a situation therefore demands that
the civil authorities have clear ideas
about the nature and extent of their of-
ficial duties if they wish to maintain the
existing juridical structure in its basic
elements and principles, and at the
same time meet the exigencies of social
life, adapting their legislation to the
changing social scene and solving new
problems. They must be men of great
equilibriumand integrity, competent and
courageous enough to see at once what
the situation requiresand to take neces-
sary action quickly and effectively.
Citizens' Participation in Public Life
It is in keeping with their dignity as
persons that human beings should take
an active part in government, although
the manner in which they share in it
will dependon the level of development
of the political community to which they
belong.
Men will find new and extensive ad-
vantagesin the fact that they areallowed
to participate in government. In this
situation, those who administer the gov-
ernment comeinto frequent contact with
the citizens, and it is thus easier for
them to learn what is really needed for
the common good. The fact, too, that
ministers of governmenthold office only
for a limitedtimekeeps themfrom grow-
ing stale and allows for their replace-
ment in accordance with the demands
of social progress.
Characteristics of the Present Day
In modern times, where there is ques-
tion of organizing political communities
juridically, there is observable first of
all the tendency to write in concise and
limpid phraseology a charter of funda-
mental human rights, which is. as often
as not, inserted inthe stateconstitutions,
or is an integral part of them.
Secondly, there is also an inclination
to determine, by the compilation of a
document called the constitution, the
procedures through which the governing
powers are to be created, along with
their mutual relations, the spheres of
their competence, the forms and sys-
tems they are obliged to follow in the
performance of their office.
The relationsbetween the government
and the governed are then set forth in
terms o( rights and duties, and it is
clearly laid down that the paramount
task assigned to government officials is
that of recognizing, respecting, reconcil-
ing, protecting and promoting the rights
and duties of citizens.
It is of course impossible to accept
the theory which professes to find the
original and single source of civic rights
conscience of individual citizens, that is,
to each one's duty to collaborate readily
for the common good of all. Since by
nature all men are equal in human dig-
nity, it follows that no one may be co-
erced to perform interior acts. That is
in the power of God alone, who sees and
judges the hidden designs of men's
hearts. Those therefore who have au-
thority in the state may oblige men in
conscience only if their authority is in-
trinsically related with the authority of
God and shares in it.
By this principle the dignity of the
citizens is protected. When, in fact, men
obey their rulers, it is not all as men
that they obey them, but through their
obedience it is God, the provident Crea-
tor of all things, whom they reverence,
since he has decreed that men's dealings
with one another should be regulated by
an order which he himself lias estab-
lished. Moreover, in showing this due
reverence to God, men not only do not
debase themselves but rather perfect
and ennoble themselves. For to serve
God is to rule.
Since the right to command is re-
quired by the moral order and has its
source in God, it follows that, if civil
authorities legislate for or allow any-
thing that is contrary to that order and
therefore contrary to the will of God,
neither the laws made nor the author-
izations granted can be binding on the
consciences of the citizens, since "we
must obey God rather than men."
Otherwise, authority breaks down
completely and results in shameful
abuse. As St. Thomas Aquinas teaches:
Human law has the true nature oi law
only in so far as it corresponds to right
reason, and therefore is derived from
the eternal law. In so far as it falls
short of right reason, a law is said to
be a wicked law. And so. lacking the
true nature of law, it is rather a kind of
violence.
Itmust not be concludedhowever, be-
cause authority comes from CJod. that
therefore men have no right to choose
those who are to rule (he stale, to de-
cide the form of government and to de-
termine both the way in which author-
ity is to be exercised and its limits.
It is thus clear that the doctrine which
we have set forth is fully consonant
with any truly democratic regime.
ATTAINMENT OF THE
COMMON GOOD
Purposes of the Public Authority
Individual citizens and intermediate
groups are obliged tomake their specific
contributions to the common welfare.
One of the chief consequences of this
is that they must bring their own
interests into harmony with the needs of
the community, and must dispose of
their goods and their services as civil
authorities have prescribed, in accord
with the norms of justice— in due form
and within the limits of their com-
petence. This they must do b> means of
formally perfect actions, the content of
which must be morally good, or at least
capable of being directed towards good.
Indeed,since the whole reason for the
existence of civil authorities is the reali-
zation of the common good, it is clearly
necessary that, in pursuing this objec-
tive, they should respect its essential
elements, and at the same time conform
their laws to the needs of a given his-
torical situation.
Assuredly, the ethnic characteristics
Similarly, political communities may
have reached different levels of culture,
civilization or economic development.
Neither is that a sufficient reason for
some to take unjust advantage of their
superiority over others. Rather should
they see in it an added motive for more
serious commitment to the common
cause of social progress.
It is not true that some huiniin heingH
are by nature superior and others in-
ferior. All men are equal in their nat
ural dignity. Consequently, there are no
political communities which are superior
by nature and none which are inferior
by nature. All political communities are
of equal natural dignity, since they are
bodies whose membership is madeup of
these same human beings. Nor must it
be forgotten, in this connection, that
peoples can be highly sensitive, and
with good reason, in matters touching
their dignity and honor
Truth further demands that the vari-
ous media of social communications
made available by modern progress,
which enable the nations to know each
other better, be used with serene ob-
jectivity. That need not, of course, rule
out any legitimate emphasis on the
positive aspects of their way of life. But
methods of information which fall short
of the truth, and by the same token im-
pair the reputation o) this people or
that, must be discarded.
In Justice
Relations between political communi-
ties are to be further regulated by jus-
tice. This implies, over and above recog-
nition of their mutual rights, the fulfill
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principles must guide the plans and pol-
icies of men and nations. These are the
signals — of warning, safety and smooth
sailing — they will have to heed if they
would not see all their laborious efforts
to establish a new order condemned to
tempest and shipwreck.
In Truth
First among the rules governing the
relations betweenstates is that of truth.
This calls, above all, for Jhe elimination
of every trace of racism, and the conse-
quent recognition of the principle that
all states areby nature equal in dignity.
F.ach of them, accordingly, is vested with
the right to existence, to self-develop-
ment, to the means fitting to its attain-
ment and to be the one primarily re-
sponsible for this self-development. Add
lo that the right of each to its good
name, and to the respect which is its
due. Very often, experience has taught
us, individuals will be found to differ
considerably, in knowledge, virtue, tal-
ent and wealth. Yet these inequalities
must never be held to excuse any man's
attempt to lord it over his neighbors
unjustly. They constitute rather a source
of greater responsibility in the contri-
bution which each and everyone must
make towards mutual improvement.
ment of their respective duties.
Political communities have the right
to existence, to self-development and to
the means necessary for this. They have
the right to play the leading part in the
process of their own development and
the right to their good name and due
honors. From which it follows as a si-
multaneous consequence that they have
also the corresponding duty of respect-
ing these rights in others and of avoid-
ing any act of violation. Just as an in-
dividual man may not pursue his own
interests to the detriment of other men,
so, on the international level, one state
may not develop itself by restricting or
oppressing other states. St. Augustine
lightly says, "What are kingdoms with-
out justice but bands of robbers?"
Not only can it happen,but it actually
does happen that the advantages and
conveniences which nations strive to ac-
quire for themselves become objects of
contention. Nevertheless, the resulting
disagreements must.be settled, not by
force, nor by deceit or trickery, but
rather in the only manner which is
worthy of the dignity of man. i.e.. by a
mutual assessment of the reasons on
both sides of the dispute, by a mature
and objective investigation of the situa-
tion, and by an equitable reconciliation
of differences of opinion.
"The same moral law which governs rela-
tions between individual human beings
serves also to regulate the relations of po-
litical communities/
THE TREATMENT OF MINORITIES
Krom the 19th century there has been
a rather widespread tendency in his-
torical evolution that political communi-
ties equate themselves to national com-
munities. However, for various reasons,
it has not always been possible to make
geographical boundaries coincide with
ethnic ones. This gives rise to the phe-
nomenon of minorities and to the rela-
tive complex problems.
In the first place, it must be made
clear that justice is seriously violated by
whatever is done to limit the strength
and numerical increase of these lesser
peoples. The.injustice is evenmore seri-
ous if such sinful projects are aimed at
the very extinctionof these groups.
On the other hand, the demands of
justice are admirably observed by those
civil authorities whopromote the natural
betterment of those citizens belonging
to a smaller ethnic group, particularly
when that betterment concerns their
language, the development of their nat-
ural gifts, their ancestral customs, and
their accomplishments and endeavors in
the economic order.
It should be noted, however, that
these minority groups, either because
of a reaction to their present situation
or because of their historical difficulties
arc often inclined to exalt beyond due
measure anything proper to their own
people, so as to place them even above
human values, as if that which is proper
to humanity were to be at the service
of that which is proper to the nation.
Reason rather demands that these very
people recognize also the advantages
that accrue to them from their peculiar
circumstances. For instance, no small
contribution is made towards the devel-
opment of (heir particular talents and
spirit by their daily dealings with people
who have grown up in a different cul-
ture. This, however, will be true only
if they will know how to act as a bridge,
which facilitates the circulation of life
in its various expressions among differ-
ent traditions or civilizations, and not
a zone of discord which can cause great
damage and choke natural development.
Active Solidarity
Certainly relations between states
must be regulatedby the norms of truth
and Justice, but they also derive great
benefits from active solidarity, through
mutual cooperation on various levels,
such as. in our own times, has already
taken place with laudable results in the
economic, social, political, educational,
health and sport spheres. We must re-
member that, of its very nature, civil
authority exists, not to confine its peo-
ple within the boundaries of their na-
tion, but rather to protect, above all
else, the common good of that particular
civil society, which certainly cannot be
divorced from the common good of the
entire human family.
This entails not only that civil socie-
ties should pursue their particular in-
terests without hurting others, but also
that they should join forces and plans
whenever the efforts of an individual
government cannot achieve its desired
goals. But in the executionof such com-
mon efforts, great care must be taken
lest what helps some nations should in-
jure others.
Furthermore, the universal common
good requires that in every nation
friendly relationsbe fostered in all fields
between the citizens and their interme-
diate societies.
There are groupings of peopleof more
or less different racial backgrounds.
However, the elements which character-
ize an ethnic group must not be tians-
formed into a watertight compartment
in which human beings arc prevented
from communicating with their fellow-
men belonging to different ethnic
groups. That would contrast with our
contemporarysituation, in which the dis-
tances separating people have been al-
most wiped out. Nor can one overlook
the fact that, even though human be-
ings differ from one another by virtue
of their ethnic peculiarities, they allpos-
sess certain essential common elements,
and are inclined by nature to meet each
other in the world of spiritual values,
1whose progressive assimilation opens to
them the possibility of perfection with-
out limits. They have the right and duty
therefore to live in communion with one
another.
and duties, of the binding force of the
constitution, and of a government's
right to command, in the mere will of
human beings, individually or collective-
ly.
The tendencies to which we have re-
ferred, however,do clearly show that the
men of our time have become increas-
ingly conscious of their dignity as hu-
man persons. This awareness prompts
them to claim a share in the public ad-
ministration of their country, while it
also accounts for the demand that their
own inalienable and inviolable rights be
protected by law. It also requires that
government officials be chosen in con-
formity with constitutional procedures,
and perform their specific functions
within the limits of law.
Part III
RELATIONS BETWEEN STATES
Subjects of Rights and Duties
Our predecessors have constantly
maintained, and we join them in reas-
serting, that political communities are
reciprocally subjects of rights and du-
ties. This means that their relationships
also must be harmonized in truth, in
justice, in a working solidarity, in lib-
erty. The same moral law which gov-
erns relations between individual hu-
man beings serves also to regulate the
relations of political communities with
one another. This will be readily under-
stood when one reflects that the indi-
vidual representatives of political com-
munities cannot put aside their personal
dignity while they are acting in the
name and interest of their countries.
And that they cannot therefore violate
the very law of their being, which is
the moral law.
It would be absurd, moreover, even to
imagine that men could surrender their
own human attributes, or be compelled
to do so, by the very fact of their ap-
pointment to public office, whereas they
have hocn given that noble assignment
precisely because the wealth of their hu-
man endowments has earned them their
reputation as outstanding members of
the body politic. Furthermore, authority
is a necessary requirement of the moral
order in human society. It may not
therefore be used against that order.
And the very instant such an attempt
were made, it would cease to be author-
ity, as the Lord has warned us:
"A word, then, for the kings' ears to
hear, kings' hearts to heed: A message
for you, rulers, wherever you be! Listen
well, all you that have multitudes at
your command, foreign hordes to do
your bidding. Power is none but comes
to you from the Lord, nor any royalty
but from one who is above all. He it is
that will call you to account for your
doings with a scrutiny that reads your
inmost thoughts."
Lastly, it is to be borne in mind that
also in the regulating of relations be-
tween political communities, authority
is to be exercised for the achievement
of the common good, which constitutes
the reason for its existence.
But a fundamental factor of the com-
mon good is acknowledgment of the
moral order and respect for its prescrip-
tions. Order between the political com-
munities must be built upon the un-
shakable and unchangable rock of the
moral law, made manifest in the order
of nature by the Creator himself and
by Him engraved on the hearts of men
with letters that may never be effaced.
Like the rays of a gleaming beacon, its
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Proper Balances Between
Population, Land and Capital
As everybody knows, there are coun-
tries with an abundance of arable land
and a scarcity of manpower, while in
other countries these is no proportion
betweennatural resources and the capi-
talavailable. This demands that peoples
should set up relationships of mutual
collaboration, facilitating the circulation
from one to the other of capital, goods
and manpower.
Here we deem it opportune to remark
that, whenever possible, the work to be
done should be taken to the workers,
not vice versa.
In this way a possibility of a better
future is offered to many persons with-
out being forced to leave their own en-
vironment in order to seek residence
elsewhere, which almost always entails
the heartacheof separationand difficult
periods of adjustment and social inte-
gration.
THE PROBLEM OF POLITICAL
REFUGEES
The sentiment of universal father-
hood which the Lord has placed in our
heart makes us feel profound sadness
in considering the phenomenon of po-
litical refugees: a phenomenon which
has assumed large proportionsand which
always hides numberless and acute suf-
ferings.
Such expatriationsshow that there arc
some political regimes which do not
guarantee for individual citizens a suf-
ficient sphere of freedom within which
their souls are allowed to breathe hu-
manly. In fact, under those regimes
even the lawful existence of such a
sphere of freedom is either called into
question or denied. This undoubtedly is
a radical inversion of the order of hu-
man society, because the reason for the
existence of public authority is to pro-
mote the common good, a fundamental
element of which is the recognition of
that sphere of freedom and the safe-
guarding of it.
At this point it will not be superflu-
ous to recall that such exiles are per-
sons, and that all their rights as persons
must be recognized, since they do not
lose those rights on losing the citizen-
ship of lands of which they are former
members.
Now among the rights of a human per-
son there must be included that by which
a man may enter a political community
where he hopes he can more fittingly
provide a future for himself and his de-
pendents. Wherefore, as far as the com-
mon good rightly understood permits, it
is the duty of that state to accept such
immigrants and to help to integrate
them into itself as new members.
Wherefore, on this occasion, we pub-
licly approve and commendeveryunder-
taking, founded on the principles of hu-
man solidarity and Christian charity,
which aims at making migration of per-
sons from one country to another less
painful.
And we will be permitted to signal
for the attention and gratitude of all
right-minded persons the manifold work
which specialized international agencies
are carrying out in this very delicate
field.
Disarmament
On the other hand, it is with deepsor-
row that wenote the enormousstocks of
armaments that have been and still are
being made in more economically de-
veloped countries, with a vast outlay of
intellectualand economic resources. And
so it happens that, while the people of
these countries are loaded with heavy
burdens, other countries as a result are
deprived of the collaboration they need
in order to make economic and social
progress.
The production of anus is allegedly
justified on the grounds that in present-
day conditionspeace cannot be preserved
without an equal balance of armaments.
And so, if onecountry increases itsarma-
ments, others feel the need to do the
same; and if one country is equipped
with nuclear weapons, other countries
must produce their own, equally destruc-
tive.
Consequently, people live in constant
fear lest the storm that every moment
threatens should break upon them with
dreadfulviolence. And with good reason,
for the arms of war are ready at hand.
Even though it is difficult tobelieve that
anyone would deliberately take the re-
sponsibility for the appalling destruction
and sorrow that war wouldbring in its
train, it cannot be deniedthat the confla-
gration may be set off by some uncon-
trollable and unexpected chance. And
one must bear inmind that, even though
the monstrous power of modern weapons
acts as a deterrent,it is to befeared that
the mere continuance of nuclear tests,
undertaken with war in mind, will have
fatal consequences for life on the earth.
Justice, then, right reason and human-
ity urgently demand that the arms race
should cease. That the stockpiles which
exist in various countries should be re-
duced equally and simultaneously by the
parties concerned. That nuclear weapons
should be banned. And that a general
agreement should eventually be reached
about progressive disarmament and an
effectivemethodof control. In the words
of Pius XII, our predecessor of happy
memory: "The calamity of a worldwar,
with the economic and social ruin and
the moral excesses and dissolution that
accompany it, must not be permitted to
envelopthe human race for a thirdtime."
All must realize that there is no hope
of putting an end to the building up of
armaments, nor of reducing the present
stocks, nor, still less, of abolishing them
altogether, unless theprocess iscomplete
and thorough and unless it proceeds
from inner conviction: unless, that is,
everyone sincerely cooperates to banish
the fear and anxious expectationof war
with which men are oppressed. If this
is to come about, the fundamental prin-
ciple on which our present peace de-
pends must be replaced by another,
which declares that the true and solid
peace of nations consists not in equality
of arms, but in mutual trust alone. We
believe that this can be brought to pass,
and we consider that it is something
which reason requires, that it is eminent-
ly desirable in itself and that it will
prove to be the source of many benefits.
In the first place, it is an objective de-
manded by reason. There can be, or at
least there shouldbe, no doubt that rela-
tions betweenstates, as betweenindivid-
uals, should be regulated not by the
force of arms,but by the light of reason,
by the rule, that is, of truth, of justice
and of active and sincere cooperation.
Secondly, we say that it is an objective
earnestly to be desired in itself. Is there
anyone who does not ardently yearn to
see war banished, to see peacepreserved
and daily more firmly established?
And finally, it is an objective which
will be a fruitful source of many bene-
fits, for its advantages willbe felt every-
where,by individuals, by families,by na-
tions, by the whole hitman family. The
warning of Pius XII still rings in our
ears: "Nothing is lost by peace. Every-
thing may be lost by war."
Since this is so, we, the vicar on earth
of Jesus Christ, Saviour of the worldand
author of peace, and as interpreter of
the very profound longing of the entire
human family, following the impulse of
our heart, seized by anxiety for the good
of all, we feel itourduty to beseechmen,
especially those who have the responsi-
bility of public affairs, to spare no labor
in order to insure that the world events
follow a reasonable and human course.
In the highest and most authoritative
assemblies, let men give serious thought
to the problem of a peaceful adjustment
of relations between political communi-
ties on a world level: an adjustment
founded on mutual trust, on sincerity in
negotiations, on faithful fulfillment of
obligations assumed. Let themstudy the
problem until they find that point of
agreementfrom which it willbepossible
to commence to go forward towards ac-
cords that will be sincere, lasting and
fruitful.
We, for our part, will not cease to
pray God to bless these labors so that
they may lead to fruitful results.
In Liberty
It has also to be borne in mind that
relations between states should be based
on freedom, that is to say, that no coun-
try may unjustly oppress others or un-
duly meddle in their affairs. On the
contrary, all should help to develop in
others a sense of responsibility, a spirit
of enterprise and an earnest desire to
be the first to promote their own ad-
vancement in every field.
The Evolution of Economically Under-
developed Countries
Because allmen are joined together by
reason of their common origin, their re-
demption by Christ and their supernatu-
ral destiny, and are called to form one
single family, we appealed in the ency-
clical "Mater et Magistra" to economical-
ly developed nations to come to the aid
of those which were in the process of
development.
We are greatly consoled to see how
widely that appeal has been favorably
received. And we are confident that
even more so in the future it will con-
tribute to the end that the poorer coun-
tries, in as short a time as possible, will
arrive at that degree of economic de-
velopment which will enable every citi-
zen to live in conditions in keeping witn
his human dignity.
But it is never sufficiently repeated
that the cooperation,to which reference
has been made, should be effected with
the greatest respect for the liberty of
the countriesbeing developed, for these
must realize that they are primarily re-
sponsible, and that they are the princi-
pal artisans in the promotion of their
own economic development and social
progress.
Our predecessorPius XII already pro-
claimed that in the field of a new order
"Nuclear weapons should be banned."
founded on moralprinciples, there is no
room for violation of freedom, integrity
and security of other nations,no matter
what may be their territorial extension
or their capacity for defense. It is in-
evitable that the powerful states,*by rea-
son of their greater potential and their
power, should pave the way in the estab-
lishment of economic groups comprising
not only themselvesbut also smaller and
weaker states as well. It is nevertheless
indispensable that in the interests of the
common good they, as all others, should
respect the rights of those smaller states
to politicalfreedom,to economicdevelop-
ment and to the adequate protection, in
the case of conflicts between nations, of
that neutrality whichis theirs according
to the natural, as well as international
law. In this way,and in this way only,
will they be able to obtaina fitting share
of the common good, and assure the ma-
terial and .spiritual welfare of their peo-
ple.
It is vitally important, therefore, that
the wealthier states, in providing varied
forms of assistance to the poorer, should
respect the moralvalues and ethnic char-
acteristicspeculiar to each, and also that
they should avoid any intention of politi-
cal domination. If this is done, a pre-
cious contribution will be made towards
the formation of a world community, a
community in which each member, whilst
conscious of its own individual rights
and duties will work in a relationshipof
equality towards the attainment of the
universal common good.
Signs of the Times
Men are becoming more and more con-
vinced that disputes which arise between
statesshouldnot be resolvedby recourse
to arms, but rather by negotiation.
It is true that on historical grounds
this conviction is based chiefly on the
terrible destructive force of modern
arms. And it is nourished by the horror
aroused in the mind by the vei'j thought
of the cruel destruction and the im-
mense suffering which the use of those
armaments would bring to the human
family. And for this reason it is hardly
possible to imagine that in the atomic
era war could be used as an instrument
"of justice.
Nevertheless, unfortunately, the law of
fear still reigns among peoples, and it
forces them to spend fabulous sums for
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"Justice, right reason and humanity, therefore, urgently demand
that the armament race should cease, that thestockpiles which exist
in various countries shouldbe reduced equally and simultaneously
by theparties concerned."
authority on the other. Themoralorder,
which needs public authority in or-
der to promote the common good in
human society, requires also that the au-
thority be effective inattaining that end.
This demands that the organs through
which the authority is formed, becomes
operative and pursues its ends, must be
composed and act in such a manner as
to be capable of bringing to realization
the new meaning which the common
good is taking on inthe historical evolu-
tion of the human family.
Today the. universal common good
poses problems of worldwidedimensions,
which cannot be adequately tackled or
solved except by the efforts of public
authorities endowed with a wideness of
powers,structure and means of thesame
proportions: that is, of public authori-
ties which are in a position to operate
in an effective manner on a worldwide
basis. The moral order itself, therefore,
demands that such a form of public au-
thority be established.
Public Authority Instituted
by Common Consent and
Not Imposed by Force
A public authority, having worldwide
power and endowed with the proper
means for the efficacious pursuit of its
objective, which is the universalcommon
good in concrete form, must be set up
by common accord and not imposed by
force. The reasonis that suchan authori-
ty must be in a position to operate ef-
fectively yet, at the same time, its action
must be inspired by sincere and real im-
partiality: in other words, it must be an
action aimed at satisfying the objective
requirements of the universal common
good. The difficulty is that there would
be reason to fear that a supernationalor
worldwide public authority, imposed by
force by the morepowerful political com-
munities, might be or might become an
instrument of one-sided interests and
even should this not happen, it would be
difficult for it to avoid all suspicion of
partiality in its actions, and this would
take away from the efficaciousness of its
activity.
Even though there may be pronounced
differences between political communi-
ties as regards the degree of their eco-
nomic development and their military
power, they are all very sensitive as re-
gards their juridical equality and their
moraldignity. For that reason,they are
right innot easily yielding inobedience
to anauthority imposedby force,or to an
authority in whose creation they had no
part, or to which they themselves did
not decide to submit by conscious and
free choice.
The Universal Common Good
andPersonal Rights
Like the common good of individual
political communities, so too the univer-
sal common good cannot be determined
except by having regard to the human
person. Therefore, the public authority
of the world community, too, must have
as its fundamentalobjective the recogni-
tion, respect, safeguarding and promo-
tion of the rights of the human person,
this can be done by direct action when
required, or by creating on a worldscale
an environment in which the public au-
thorities of the individual political com-
munities can more easily carry out their
specific functions.
The Principle of Subsidiarity
Just as within each political commil
nity the relations between individuals
are governed by the principle of sub-
sidiarity, so too the relationsbetweenthe
public authority of each political com-
munity and the public authority of the
world community must be regulated by
the light of the same principle. This
means that the public authority of the
world community must tackle and solve
problems of an economic, social,political
and cultural character which are posed
armaments:not for aggression, they af-
firm
—
and there is no reason for not
believing them
—
but to dissuade others
from aggression.
There is reason to hope,however, that
by meeting and negotiating, men may
come to discover better the bonds that
unite them together, deriving from the
human nature which they have in com-
mon. And that they may also come to
discover that one of the most profound
requirementsof their common nature is
this: that between them and their re-
spective peoples it is not fear which
should reignbut love, a lovewhich tends
toexpress itselfin a collaborationthat is
loyal, manifold in form and productive
of many benefits.
Part IV





Recent progress of science and tech-
nology has profoundly affected hilman
beings and influenced men to work to-
gether »nd live as one family. There
has been a great increase in the circu-
lation of ideas, of persons and of goods
from one country to another, so that re-
lations have become closer between in-
dividuals, families and intermediate as-
sociationsbelonging to differentpolitical
communities, and between the public au-
thorities of those communities. At the
same timethe interdependenceofnation-
al economies has grown deeper, one be-
coming progressively more closely re-
lated to the other, so that they beconie,
as it were, integral parts of the one
world economy. Likewise the social
progress, order, security and peace of
each country are necessarily connected
with the social progress, order, security
and peace of all other countries.
At the present day no political com-
munity is ableto pursue itsown interests
and develop itself in isolation, because
the degree of its prosperity and develop-
ment Is a reflection and a component
part of the degree of prosperity and de-
velopment of all the other political com-
munities.
Insufficiency of Modern
States to Ensure the
Universal Common Good
The unity of the human family has
always existed, because its members
were human beings all equal by virtue
of their natural dignity. Hence there
will always exist the objective need to
promote, in sufficient measure, the uni-
versal common good that is, the common
good of the entire human family.
In times past, one would be justified
in feeling that the public authorities of
thedifferent political communitiesmight
be in a position to provide for the uni-
versal common good either through nor-
mal diplomatic channels, by making use
of juridical instruments such as conven-
tions and treaties, for example: juridical
instrumentssuggested by the natural law
and regulated by the law of nations and
international law.
As a result of the far-reaching changes
which have taken place in the relations
betweenthe humanfamily, the universal
common good gives rise to problems
which are complex, very grave and ex-
tremely urgent, especially as regards
security andworldpeace.
On the other hand, the public authori-
ties of the individual political commu-
nities
— placed as they are on a footing
of equality one with the other
—
no
matter how much they multiply their
meetings or sharpen their wits in efforts
to draw up new juridical instruments,
they are no longer capable of facing the
task of finding an adequate solution to
the problems mentionedabove. And this
is not due to a lack of good willor of a
spirit of enterprise, but because of a
structural defect which hinders them.
It can be said, therefore, that at this
historical moment the present system
of organization an the way its principle
of authority operates on a world basis
no longer correspond to the objective
requirements of the universal common
good.
Thereexists anintrinsic connectionbe-
tween the common gocd on the one hand
and the structure and function of public
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by the universal common good. For, be-
cause of the vastness, complexity and ur-
gency of those problems, the public au-
thorities of the individual states are not
in a position to tackle them with any
hope of a positive solution.
The public authority of the worldcom-
munity is not intended to limit the
sphere of action of the public authority
of the individual political community,
much less to take its place. On the con-
trary, its purpose is to create, on a
world basis, an environment in which
the public authorities of each political
community, its citizens and intermediate
associations, can carry out their tasks,
fulfill their duties and exercise their
rights with greater security.
Modern Developments
As is known, the United Nations Or-
ganization (U.N.0.) was established on
June 26, 1945, and to it there weresub-
sequently added intergovernmental agen-
cies withextensiveinternational tasks in
the economic, social, cultural, education-
al and health fields. TheUnited Nations
Organization had as its essential purpose
the maintenance and consolidation of
peace betweenpeoples, fosteringbetween
them friendly relations, based on the
principles of equality, mutual respect,
and varied formsof cooperationin every
sector of human society.
An act of the highest importance per-
formed by the United Nations Organiza-
tion was the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, approved in the General
Assembly of December 10, 1948. In the
preamble of that declaration, the rec-
ognition and respect of those rights and
respective liberties is proclaimed as an
ideal to be pursued by all peoples and
all countries.
as well as to that of their own political
community. They should endeavor, there-
lore, in the light of the faith and with




social, culturalor political inpurpose —
shouldbe such as not to create obstacles,
but rather to facilitate or render less
arduous man's perfections of himself
both in the natural order as well as in
the supernatural.
Scientific Competence, Technical Capac-
ity and Professional Experience
Nevertheless, in order to imbue civili-
zation with sound principles and enliven
it with the spirit of the gospel, it is not
enough to be illumined with the gift of
faith and enkindled with the desire of
forwarding a good cause. For this end
it is necessary to take an active part in
the various organizations and influence
them from within. And sinceour present
age is one of outstanding scientific and
technical progress and excellence, one
will not be able to enter these organiza-
tions and work effectively from within
unless he is scientifically competent,
technically capable and skilled in the
practice of his own profession.
Apostolate of a Trained Laity
We desire to call attention to the fact
that scientific competence, technical ca-
pacity and professional experience, al-
though necessary, are not of themselves
sufficient to elevate the relationships of
society to an order that is genuinely hu-
man: that is, to an order whose founda-
tion is truth, whose measure and objec-
tive is justice, whose driving force is
love, and whose method of attainmentis
freedom.
For this end it is certainly necessary
that human beings carry on their own
temporal activities in accordance with
the laws governing them and following
the methods corresponding to their nat-
ure. But at thesame time it is also neces-
sary that they should carry on the activi-
tiesas acts within the moralorder: there-
fore, as the exercise or vindication of a
right, as the fulfilment of a duty or the
performance of a service, as a positive
answer to the providential design of God
directed toour salvation. In other words,
it is necessary that human beings, in the
intimacy of their ownconsciences, should
so live and act in their temporal lives as
to create a synthesis between scientific,
technical and professional elements on
the one hand, and spiritual values on the
other.
Integration of Faith and Action
It is no less clear that today, in tradi-
tionally Christian nations, secular insti-
tutions, although demonstrating a high
degree of scientific and technical per-
fection, and efficiency in achieving their
respective ends, not infrequently are
but slightly affected by Christian moti-
vation or inspiration.
It is beyond question that in the crea-
tion of those institutions many contri-
buted and continue to contribute who
were believed to be and who consider
themselvesChristians and withoutdoubt,
inpart at least, they wereand are. How
does one explain this? It is our opinion
that the explanationis tobe found in an
inconsistency in their minds betweenre-
ligious belief and their action in the
temporal sphere. It is necessary there-
fore, that their interior unity be re-
established, and that in their temporal
activity faith should be present as a bea-
con to give light, and charity as a force
to give life.
Integral Education
It is our opinion, too, that the above-
mentioned inconsistency between the re-
ligious faith, in those who believe, and
Some objections and reservations were
raised regarding certain points in the
declaration.There is no doubt, however,
that the document represents an impor-
tant step on the path towards the jurid-
ical-political organization of the world
community. For in it, in most solemn
form, the dignity of a person is ac-
knowledged to allhuman beings. And as
a consequence there is proclaimed as
a fundamental right, the right of free
movement in the search for truth and in
the attainment of moral good and jus-
tice, and also the right to a dignified
life, while other rights connected with
those mentioned are likewiseproclaimed.
It is our earnest wish that the United
Nations Organization — in its structure
and in its means — may become ever
more equal to themagnitude and nobility
of its tasks, and that the day may come
when everyhuman being will find there-
in an effective safeguard for the rights
which derive directly fromhis dignity as
a person, and which are therefore uni-
versal, inviolable and inalienable rights.
This isall the more tobe hoped for since
all human beings, as they take an ever
more active part in the public life of
their own political communities, are
showing an increasing interest in the
affairs of all peoples, and are becoming
more consciously aware that they are
living members of a world community.
Part V
PASTORAL EXHORTATIONS
Duty of Taking Part inPublic Life
Once again we deem it opportune to
remindour childrenof their duty to take
an active part in public life, and to con-
tribute toward the attainment of the
commongood of the entirehuman family
passion and death overcame sin
—
the
root of discord and the source of sor-
rows and inequalities
— and by His
blood reconciledmankind to the Eternal
Father, for He himself is our peace.
He it is that hath made both one....
"And coming He announced the good
tidings of peace to you who were afar
off, and of peace to those who were
near."
And in the liturgy of these days we
hear the announcement:"Our Lord Jesus
Christ, after His resurrection, stood in
the midst of His disciples and said,
Peace be to you, alleluia!' The disciples
rejoiced seeing the Lord."
"He leaves us peace, He brings us
peace: peaceIleave with you, My peace
Igive to you, not as the worldgives do
Igive you." This is the peace which
we implore of Him with the ardent
yearning of our" prayer.
May He banish from the hearts of
men whatever might endanger peace,
may He transform them into witnesses
of truth, justice and brotherly love. May
He enlighten the rulers of peoples so
that in addition to their solicitude for
the proper welfare of their citizens,
theymay guaranteeand defend thegreat
gift of peace. May He enkindle the wills
of all, so that they may overcome the
barriers that divide, cherish the bonds
of mutualcharity, understandothers,and
pardonthose who have donethem wrong.
By virtue of His action, may all peoples
of the earthbecome as brothers, and may
the most longed for peace blosson forth
and reign always between them.
As a pledge of this peace, and with
the ardent wish that it may shine forth
on the Christian communities entrusted
to your care, especially for the benefit
of those who are most lowly and in the
greatest need of help and defense, we
are glad to impart to you, venerable
brothers, to the priests bothsecular and
religious, to the religious men and wom-
en and to the faithful of your dioceses,
particularly to those who make everyef-
fort to put these exhortations of ours
into practice, our apostolic blessing in
propitiation of heavenly favors. Finally,
upon all men of goodwill to whom this
encyclical letter is also addressed,we im-
plore from Almighty God health and
prosperity.
Given at Rome at St. Peter's, onHoly
Thursday, the eleventh day of April, in
theyear1963, the fifth of our Pontificate.
JOHN XXIII.
nities on the one hand, and the world
community on the other. This is a most
exalted task, for it is the task of bring-
ing about true peace in the order estab-
lished by God.
Admittedly, those who are endeavor-
ing to restore the relationsof social life
according to the criterions mentioned
above, are not many. To them we ex-
press our paternal appreciation, and we
earnestly invite them to persevere in
their work with even greater zeal. And
we are comforted by the hope that their
number will increase especially among
those who believe. For it is an impera-
tive of duty, it is a requirement of love.
Every believer in this worldof ours must
be a spark of light, a center of love, a
vivifying leaven amidst his fellowmen:
and he willbe thisall the more perfectly,
the more closely he lives in communion
with God inthe intimacy of his own soul.
In fact, there can be no peace between
men unless there is peace within each
one of them: unless, that is, each one
buildsup withinhimself the orderwished
by God. Hence St. Augustine asks: Does
your soul desire to overcome your lower
inclinations? Let it be subject to Him
who is, on high and it will conquer the
lower self: there will be peace in you,
true, secure and well-orderedpeace. In
what does that order consist? God com-
mands the soul, the soul commands the
body and there is nothing more orderly
than this.
The Prince of Peace
These words of ours, which we have
wished to dedicate to the problems that
most beset the human family today and
on the just solutionof which the ordered
progress of society depends, are dictated
by a profound aspiration which weknow
is shared by all men of goodwill: The
consolidationof peace in the world.
As the humble and unworthy vicar
of Him whom the prophet announced as
the Prince of Peace we have the
duty to expend all our energies in an
effort to protectand strengthen this gift.
However, peace will be but an empty-
sounding word unless it is founded on
the order which this present document
has outlined in confidenthope: An order
founded on truth, built according to jus-
tice, vivified and integrated by charity,
and put into practice in freedom.
This is such a noble' and elevated task
that human resources, even though in-
spired by the most praiseworthy good-
will,cannot bring it to realizationalone.
In order that human society may reflect
as faithfully as possible the kingdom of
God, help from on high is necessary.
For this reason,during these sacred days
our supplication is raised with greater
fervor toward Him who by His painful
God will never fail to act on his interior
being, with theresult that a person, who
at a given moment of his life lacks the
clarity of faith or even adheres to er-
roneous doctrines, can at a future date
be enlightened and believe the truth.
Meetings and agreements, in the various
sectors of daily life, between believers
and those who do not believe or believe
insufficiently because they adhere to
error, can be occasions for discovering
truth and paying homage to it.
Itmust be borne inmind furthermore,
that neithercan false philosophical teach-
ings regarding the nature, origin and
destiny of the universe and of man, be
identifiedwith historicalmovements that
have economic, social, cultural or politi-
cal ends, not even when these move-
ments have originated from those teach-
ings and have drawn and still draw in-
spiration therefrom. Because the teach-
ings, once they are drawn up and de-
fined, remainalways the same, while the
movements, working on historical situ-
ations in constant evolution, cannot but
be influencedby these latter and cannot
avoid, therefore, being subject to
changes, even of a profound nature.Be-
sides, who can deny that those move-
ments, in so far as they conform to the
dictates of right reason and are inter-
preters of the lawful aspirations of the
human person, contain elements that are
positive and deserving of approval?
It can happen, then, that a drawing
nearer together or a meeting for the at-
tainment of some practical end, which
was formerly deemed inopportune or un-
productive, might now or in the future
be consideredopportuneand useful. But
to decide whether this moment has ar-
rived, andalso to lay down the ways and
degrees in which work in common might
be possible for the achievementof econo-
mic, social, cultural and political ends
which are honorable and useful: these
are the problems which can only be
solved with the virtue of prudence,which
is the guiding light of the virtues that
regulate the moral life, both individual
andsocial. Therefore, as far as Catholics
areconcerned, thisdecisionrestsprimari-
ly with those who live and work in the
specific sectors of human society in
which those problems arise, always,how-
ever, in accordance with the principles
of the natural law, with the social doc-
trine of the church, and with the direc-
tives of ecclesiastical authority. For it
must not be forgotten that the church
has the right and the duty not only to
safeguard the principles of ethics and re-
ligion, but also to interveneauthoritative-
ly with her children in the temporal
sphere, when there is a question of judg-
ing about the application of those prin-
ciples to concrete cases.
Littleby Little
There are some souls, particularly en-
dowed with generosity, who, on finding
situations where the requirements of
justice are not satisfied or not satisfied
in full, feel enkindled with the desire to
change the state of things, as if they
wished to have recourse to something
like a revolution.
Itmust be borne in mind that to pro-
ceed gradually is the law of life inall its
expressions, therefore in human institu-
tions, too, it is not possible to renovate
for the better except by working from
within them, gradually. Pius XII pro-
claimed: Salvationand justice are not to
be found in revolution, but in evolution
through concord. Violence has always
achieved only destruction, not construc-
tion, the kindling of passions, not their
pacification, the accumulation of hate
and ruin, not the reconciliation of the
contending parties. And it has reduced
men and parties to the difficult task of
rebuilding, after sad experience, on the
ruins of discord.
An ImmenseTask
There is an immense task incumbent
on all men of ;>ood will namely, the task
of restoring the relations of the human
family in truth, in justice, in love and in
freedom: the relationsbetweenindividual
humanbeings, betweencitizens and their
respective political communities, i be-
tween political communities themselves,
between individuals, families, intermedi-
ate associations and political commu-
their activities in tlie temporal sphere,
results
—
in great part if not entirely— from the lack of a solidChristian edu-
cation. Indeed, it happens inmany quar-
ters and too often that there is no pro-
portion between scientific training and
religious instruction: the former contin-
ues and is extended until it reaches
higher degrees, while the latter remains
at elementary level. It is indispensable,
therefore, that in the training of youth,
education should be complete and with-
out interruption namely, that in the
minds of the young, religious values
should be cultivatedand the moral con-
science refined, ina manner to keeppace
with the continuous and ever more
abundant assimilation of scientific and
technicalknowledge. And it is indispen-
sable too that they be instructedregard-
ing the proper way to carry out their
actual tasks.
Constant Endeavour
We deem it opportune to point out
how difficult it is to understand clearly
the relation between the objective re-
quirement of justice and concrete situa-
tions, namely, to perceive the degrees
and forms in wnich doctrinal principles
and directives ought to be applied to
reality.
And the perception of those degrees
and forms is all the moredifficultinour
times, which are markedby a pronounced
dynamism. For this reason,the problem
of bringing social reality into line with
the objective requirementsof justice is a
problem which will never admit of a
definitive solution. Meanwhile, our chil-
dren must watch over themselves lest
they relax and feel satisfied with objec-
tives already achieved.
In fact, allhuman beings ought rather
to reckon that what has been accomp-
lished is but little in comparison with
what remains to be done: because organs
of production, trade unions, associations,
professional organizations, insurance sys-
tems, legal systems, political regimes, in-




be adjusted to the era of the atom and
of the conquest of space: an era which
the human family has already entered,
wherein it has commenced its new ad-
vance towards limitless horizons.
Relations between Catholics and Non-
Catholics in Social and Economic
Affairs
The doctrinal principles outlined in
this document derive from or are sug-
gested by requirements inherent in hu-
man nature itself, and are, for the most
part, dictates of the natural law. They
provide Catholics, therefore, with a vast
field in which they can meet and come
to an understandingboth withChristians
separated from this Apostolic See, and
also with human beings who are not en-
lightened by faith in Jesus Christ, but
who are endowed with the light of rea-
son and with a natural and operative
honesty. In such relations let the faith-
ful be careful to be always consistent in
their actions, so that they may never
come to any compromise in matters of
religion and morals.
At the same time, however, let them
be, and show themselves to be, animated
by a spirit of understanding and detach-
ment, and disposed to work loyally in
the pursuit of objectives which are of
their nature good, or conducive to good.
However,one must neverconfuse error
and the person who errs, not even when
there is question of error or inadequate
knowledge of truth in the moral or reli-
gious field. The person who errs is al-
ways and above all a human being, and
he retains inevery case his dignity as a
human person, and he must be always
regarded and treated in accordance with
that lofty dignity. Besides, in every hu-
man being, there is a need that is con-
genital to his nature and never becomes
extinguished, compelling him to break
through the web of error and open his
mind to the knowledge of truth. And
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COFFEE, CREAM AND SUGAR plus a smile are cheer-
fully served by Mrs. Mary Elliot in the Chieftain.
When asked what she liked
most about workingin the Chief-
tain, Mary said that more than
anything else, she just enjoyed
talking to the students whopass
through the line each day.
"MOST OF THEM are well-
mannered and polite," she said.
Mary has seen many colorful
people pass through the cafe-
teria lines,buther favorites still
remain the two little twin
boys she used to see every day
about ten years ago. The twins
were, of course, the O'Briens,
Johnny and Eddie.
Mary has special praise for
her boss,Mrs. VernonAnderson,
and plans to continue working
"as long as the Lord lets me."
And this may explain why stu-
dents who move quickly in the
lineandhave the correct change
get cream and sugar and a
warm smile with their coffee.
By SID CLARK
Crowded tables and groggy
eyes, black coffee and a smiling
face form a familiar scene on
our campus in the early morn-
inghours of a typicalschool day.
The crowded tables,piledwith
books and surrounded by too
many chairs, are in the Chief-
tain. The groggy eyes belong to
the students who occupy these
chairs, and the black coffee is
usuallybeing served by a warm
and friendly little ladywhoowns
the smiling face.
THE CHERUB-FACED lady
is Mrs. MaryElliot, who is bet-
ter known as "Little Mary" by
the Chieftain mob because she
stands only five feet on tiptoes.
Mary has been a part of the
S.U. cafeteria staff since the
postwar days of 1948.
"Of course in those days we
werelocated (theChieftain), un-
der the Old Science Bldg.It was
called the Cave then. (The old
Cave is now the campus book-
store.) Sometimes the students
were so close together they did-
n't know whether they were
drinking their own coffee or the
fellow's in thenext seat. All the
coffee was served by hand then.
It was quite a squeezeat times,
but it was still fun."
IN REFERENCE to the cof-
fee, Mary stated that about the
same amount was served then
as now— an estimated 1,500 cups
per day.
Mary is from Seattle and lives
at home with her husband in
St. John's Parish. She has seven
grandchildren and said that in
1954 oneof her three sons.Hank,
graduated from S.U. with a 4.0
g.p.a.
Also included in the Frye of-
fering is a water color collec-
tion by Alice G. Carey.
ALONG WITH the fad for non-
objectivepainting,an interestin
19th century American artists
has been awakened. Also sched-





Abstract oil paintings by one
of the most individualistic art-
ists in the Northwest will be
contrasted with examples of
19th century American art in
the coming Frye Museum exhi-
bition, May 16-31.
Rosalyn Gale Powell is the
Seattle artist who saysherpaint-
ings "begin in abstract designs
in the colors that happen to in-
spire me or amuse me at the
time."
MRS. POWELL says she rare-
lypaints what she sees. "Ihave
continued to explore the possi-
bilities in the form and con-
struction of growing things."
Mrs. Powell's paintings are
especially noted for their unique
use of color. In the West Coast
Oil Paintings Exhibition at the
Frye Museum in 1960, Mrs.
Powell won the $1,000 purchase
prize with her painting, "This-
tles." A native of England, she
receivedher art training at Ox-
ford, England, in France and
at the U.W.
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main interest. And she often
spends her free time painting,
Begides working forThe Spec
Marda iS * member °f **Pep
Club- She also ParticiPated in
women's intramural volleyball
and is a "sports enthusiast."
Accordingto "informed sourc-
es," Marcia recently decided to
become a seamstress. ..Even






Those mysterious agents of destruction have struck again in
Bellarmine Hall, this time at the expense of a candy machine. To
dozensof hungry late-night studiers the damagedone to the candy
machine was like a rabbit punch delivered to an old friend. Some
enterprising being (who knows whether it was a resident or a
poltergeist) cleverly deduced that he could make off with all eight
candy bars in the displaycase if he smashed the window.
THUS ANOTHER perfect crime has been committed in the
men's dorm. The perpetratorsof the great ironingboard swindle
are still atlarge,(thoughnow inactive since the new ironingboards
are attached to the bed-rock with huge steel bolts) and the petty
thievesand vandals are still inbusiness.
The dorm officers havemade some creditable attempts at stem-
ming the onrush of anarchy while Fr. Rebhahn and his minions
have kept constant vigilance; yet it looks like the end of the stupid
destruction in the dorm will only come in time, with the growthof
theresidents intomaturity. " " *
JUDGING FROMthe quality and experienceof thepersons run-
ning for its 15 open positions,the senate should bebetter than ever
next year, the loss of this year's two "best senators" not with-
standing. The importance of this improvement is obvious: the
senate will continue to be the biggest cog in the ASSU machine.
Even with the senate's increasing importance,many students
have failed to payit sufficient attention.Just a few weeks agowhen
the electioncode was passed, few students even took notice. Now,
with the code in operationonly two weeks, people are protesting
not the code's application but its text.
WITHOUT TRYING to pre-judge the validity of the protest
beingmade (namely of the hour-requirements for class officers and
the loyalty cup selection rules) it should be pointed out that the
time to argue about the senate's power to make its regulationswas
before the bill was signed into law. The election code was under
discussion for over a month during which timeany student could
suggest alterations or additions to the text, without havingto fight
a case through the red tape of the judicialboard. Maybe this will
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Wednesday. He is expected to
give lectures, meet informally
with students and staff members
and consult on curriculum and
research problems in physics.
Arrangements for Dr. Keith's
visit have been made by Fr.
JamesCowgill, S.J.,head of the
physics dept. The physicist
will visit under the auspices
of the American Association of
Physics Teachers and the Amer-
icanInstitute of Physics as part
of a nation-wide program to
stimulate interest in physics.
His field of interest is high
energy particle physics, espe-
cially X meson-nucleon interac-
tions. Recentlyhe has been con-
cerned with the developmentand
experimentaluse of spark cham-






52 Incoming Frosh Win Awards
THE SPECTATOR
The scholarship committee has
announced the names of 52 high
school seniors who will receive
scholarships to attend S.U. next
year. The sponsors of the
scholarships and the recipients
are:
The Boeing Company, $600
four-year scholarship award
went to DavidHill from DeSales
High in Walla Walla. Also re-
ceiving a Boeing award is Wil-
liam Bigas from Blanchet in
Seattle.
PAUL LANTZ fromODea will
receive the Western Gear Foun-
dation award in honor of the
late Philip L. Barman, Sr. This
is a $500, four-year scholarship.
The Palmer Supply Company$500 scholarship will go to Rich-
ard Henderickson of Seattle
Prep.
A one-year full-tuition Paul
Pigott scholarship was awarded
The senate also will consider
Paul Hill's motion to approve
the constitution of Gamma Sig-
ma Phi,a new women's service
honorary.This is the club whose
formation earlier this year as a
social sorority (under a differ-
ent name) prodded the senate
into passinga resolution against
social fraternities andsororities.
Hill commented that he is satis-
fied that the new club does not
fall into the categoryof a social
sorority.
JOHN FATTORINI, chairman
of the senate, told The Spectator
that KipToner will givehis first
report as ASSU treasurer. He
also said that the chairmen of
the fall leadership conference
and '64 Homecomingwillbe an-
nounced at the meeting.
ByMIKE PARKS
The student senate will meet
Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Chief-
tain conference room to con-
sider four motions, two of them
pertaining to appointments by
Dick Otto, ASSU president. The
choice of Dick Twohy as chair-
man of frosh orientation and
Alice Helldoerfer as chairmanof
the ASSU cultural committee
isup for senate approval.
THE BILL introduced at last
week's meeting by Mike Reyn-
olds, calling for the ASSU to
sponsor a complete (room and
board, tuition, books and fees)
scholarship for an S.U. senior
each year, has not been put on
the agenda. Reynolds told The
Spectator that he had not de-
cided whether he will bring the
bill up again.
Dr. Leroy T. Kerth, of the
LawrenceRadiation Laboratory,
University of California at Ber-
keley, will serve as a visiting
lecturer at S.U.Monday through
Fall Calendar
Before Board
Dan Mahoney, newly installed
ASSU second vicepresident, an-
nounced a meeting of the activ-
ities board for 7 p.m. Monday
in the Barman first floor confer-
ence room.
Both dates and the types of
functions desirable for the fall
quarter activities calendar will
be discussed at the meeting.
The final proposed calendar
will be considered for approval
at a meeting on May 20. All
date requests must be received
by Mahoney prior to this meet-
ing.Final senateapproval of the
calendar is scheduled May 26.
Those fall dates open for club-
sponsored functions are: Sept.
21, 22, 27, 28; Oct. 4, 5, 6, 11, 12,
18, 19, 25, 26; Nov. 1, 2, 3, 8, 9,
15, 16, 22, 23, 29, 30.
to Steven Wentworth of Renton
High.
High school seniors awarded
full tuition academic scholar-
ships for the yearof '63-64 in the
men's division are: Ramunas
Mikelionis andHarold Schindler,
Seattle Prep; Robert Aiello,
ODea High; Milton Brown,
EvergreenSr.High; GaryBuck-
ley, Jesuit High, Portland; John
Driscoll, Port Angeles High;
Robert Johnson, Elma High;
Paul Neeson, Calipatria High in
California, and DouglasPemerl,
W. F.High, Chehalis.
Academic awards of one year's
full tuition in the women's divi-
sion are as follows: Margaret
Harrington and Carla Wells
from Holy Names, Seattle;
Cindy Bass, Bellevue Sr. High;
Jane Cunningham, Bishop Gar-
cia DiegoHigh, Santa Barbara,
Calif; Sharon Goulet, Woodrow
Wilson, Tacoma; Dianne
Grimm, Mater Dei High, Gar-
den Grove, Calif.; Kathleen
Lampman,Blanchet High; Kath-
leen O'Hara, Bishop O'Dowd
High,Oakland; Judith Vitzthum,
Judge Memorial Catholic High,
Salt Lake City, and Karen Vo-
balensky, ScappooseHigh,Ore.
THE PRESIDENTS SCHOL-
ARSHIPS are awarded only to
Catholic high school graduates.
Four-year tuition awards have
been given to Richard Lavton,
Bellarmine Prep,Tacoma; Walt-
er Haven, Gonzaga Prep, Spo-
kane,andMichael White, Seattle
Prep. A three-year scholarship
has been awarded to Terry
Cooper from Marquette in
Yakima.
The following students are re-
ceivingone-year President's tui-
tiongrants: Janet Dupas, Aquin-




Wilde, HolyNames; Judy Bride,
Holy Rosary; Diane Faudree,
Immaculate; Thomas Rigert,
Jesuit High; Tom Honzel,Loyo-
la, Missoula,Mont.; Carol Par-
ham, Marycliff, Spokane; Gen-
evieve Mathis, Monroe, Fair-
banks, Alaska; Ray Liedtke,
ODea; Kathleen Wong, Star of
the Sea Academy,Honolulu;
Gary Cuillier, Marquette, Ya-
kima; Ken Hupf, Seattle Prep;
Carol Champoux,St. Joseph,Ya-
kima; Marilyn Curry, Yakima
Central, and Linda Qualheim,
St. Leo, Tacoma.
PRINCIPAL'S scholarships
awarded to public schools for
full-tuition grants went to: Gary
Good, Auburn High; Jeanne
Phillips, Glacier High, Seattle;
Patricia Sweeney, Foster High,
Tukwilla; Jan Baker, Issaquah
Sr.High; JanetMcCloskey,Kent
Meridian High; Sheila Nickols,
Lake Washington Sr. High, and
Betty Layson, Rainier Beach
High.
Berkeley Physicist
To Lecture at S. U.
SOLD OUT
Luau tickets for May 18
are sold out, according to
Paul Chinen,president of the
Hawaiian Club.
There were 400 tickets
available this year, an in-
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The men's high game in the
S.U. bowling league was rolled
by Fr. Leo Eckstein, S.J., from
St. Joseph's parish. Fr. Eck-
stein's high game was 223 and
his afternoon's series was a 601.
Warren Razore knocked down
the most number of pins, how-
ever, as he rolled a 633 series.
Allison Reed was the coeds' top
bowler with a high 200 game
and a 490 series.
Yesterday's results: Check-
mates 3, Misfits 1; Studs 3,
Three 2A's 1; Untouchables 3,
BWOC's 1; Ke Alliis 4, B-Balls,
0; Second Halves 3, Caps 1.
THE SQUEEZE PLAY: Bill Wilber is bunting home
Glen Mattison in a squeeze play during the S.U.-ÜBC
baseball contest Tuesday afternoon. Mattison scored on
the play and Wilber was safe on first base.
In the Limelight
Just Ain't Jerry ...
" " " Workman and S.U.
By Jim Haley
ureater ana less humane injustices navenever Derore Deen in-
flicted on a single human being in the history of man's dealings
with his fellows.Ihave been wounded.
Ifirst noticed it when Iwalked cheerfully into the office
of Tom Page, S.U. golf coach, and was greeted by a sparkling
"good morning, JERRY." My heart stopped for a second
—
just
long enough for me to swallow my shock and anguish. Ithen did
an immediate about-face, walked to The Spectator office, took the
phone in my sweatyhand and finished my business with Mr. Page
via the telephone.
IWAS SITTING on the bench of the Chieftain baseball team
withmy camera inone hand and notebook in the other when a re-
serve sitting next to me spied the camera. "What kind of camera
is that, JERRY?" he questioned with innocent expressionand tone.
"It's an Exakta Thagee Dresden with an f/2, 58mm. Biotar lens.
It was made behind the Iron Curtain, if you drop it you owe me$250 and I'ma Russian spy," Isaid curtly inone breath. AgainI
was saddened andIput myhead betweenmy knees and cried until
the end of the game and everyone else had gone home.
YESTERDAYMORNING,Iwas was walkingdown some stairs
and a chipper student attacked my sensibilities with a bitter
sound: "Hi ya, JERRY." Ithought about it for a moment and
decided that it was time to set the records straight. There is a
JERRY on campus who spellshis last name the same wayIspell
mine.He likes sports, girls and popcorn — so do I.But my name
happens not to be JERRY.
So, inrecording this,Ihope that further incidents, such as the
ones Ihave mentioned, can be avoidedand my blood pressure will
remainnormal. " " "
There now, let's get back to the ranch. Tom Workman, former
basketballstar for the Blanchet Braves, is now in the process of
decidingwhichschool he will attend next year.
ANY COACH in the immediate area would give his eye-teeth
to have the all-stater work underhis supervision.Bob Boyd,S.U.s
new basketball coach, isno exception to this rule. "Both Boyd and
Roman Miller from S.U. have talked to me about going there,"
Workman said. The 6-5 playerhas been acceptedby the University
on the meritof his 3.0 g.p.a. attained at Blanchet.
"I'm consideringgoing to S.U., the U.W., Santa Clara Univer-
sity and a couple of other out of state schools," Workman said.
Workman listed three qualifications that the future university of
his choice would necessarily have: a good curriculum, a good
basketballteam and a fast basketball team.
S.U. HAS TRADITIONALLY been a club with a flying foot or
two in the fire and Boyd promises to keep that tradition alive. On
the other hand, Mac Duckworth, the U.W.s new coach, has also
promised a fast game and, once more, is in the possessionof one
Don Zech and an assistant coach, an ace in the hole as far as
Workman is concerned. Zech was the former Blanchet mentor who
coached the Braves to the state championship this past season
—
and it was this past season that Workman starred in the Blanchet
cause. This doesn't aid the S.U. chances for putting Workman in
a scarlet and white uniform.
On Campus withMax Shulman
on(Authorof "IWas a Teen-ageDwarf," "The Many
LovesofDobieGillis," etc.)
HOW TO SEE EUROPE
FOR ONLY $300 A DAY: NO. 2
Last week we discussed England, the first stop on the tour of
Europe that every American collegestudent is going to make
this summer. Today we will take up your next stop—France,
or the Pearl of the Pacific, as it is generallycalled.
To get from Englandto France, one greases one's body and
swims the English Channel. Similarly, to get from France to
Spain, one greases one's body and slides down the Pyrenees.
And, of course, to get from France to Switzerland,one greases
one's body and wriggles through the Simplon Tunnel. Thus,as
you can see, the most important single item to take to Europe
is a valise full of grease.
No,Iam wrong.Themost important thingto take to Europe
is a valise full of Marlboro Cigarettes—or at least as many as
the customs regulations willallow.And if by chance you should
run out of Marlbros in Europe, do not despair.That familiar
red and white Marlboro package is as omnipresent in Europe
as it is in all fifty of the United States. And it is the same
superb cigaretteyou find at home—the same pure white filter,
the same zestful, mellowblendof tobaccos preceding the filter.
This gem of the tobacconist's art, this prodigy of cigarette
engineering, was achieved by Marlboro's well-known research
team—Fred Softpack and Walter Fliptop—and I,for one, am
grateful.
HutIdigress. We werespeakingof France—or the Serpent of
the Nile,as it is popularly termed.
Let us first briefly sum up the history of France. Thenation
was discovered in 1066 byMadame Guillotine.There followed
a series of costly wars with Schleswig-Holstein, the Cleveland
Indians, and JeanJacques Rousseau. Stability finallycame to
this troubled land with the coronationof Marshal Foch, who
marriedLorraine Alsaceandhad threechildren:Flopsy,Mopsy,
andCharlemagne.Thislater becameknownas thePetitTrianon.
Marshal Foch—or the Boy Orator of the Platte, as he was
affectionatelycalled—was succeeded by Napoleon,who intro-
duced shortness to France. Until Napoleon the French were
the tallest nation inEurope. After Napoleonmost Frenchmen
wereable to walk comfortably under card tables. This later
becameknown as the Hunchback of NotreDame.
Napoleon,after his defeatby Credit Mobilier,was exiled to
Elba,wherehe madethe famous statement, "Able wasIereI
saw Elba." This sentence reads the same whether you spell it
forward or backward. You can also spell Marlborobackward—
Oroblram. Do not,however, try tosmoke Marlboro backward
because thatundoesall the pleasureof the finestcigarette made.
AfterNapoleon'sdeath the French people fell intoa greatfit
of melancholy,known as the Louisiana Purchase. For over a
century everyone sat around moping and refusing his food.
This torpor was not lifted until Eiffel built his famous tower,
which madeeverybodygiggle so hard that today France is the
gayest country in Europe.
Each night the colorfulnatives gather at sidewalk cafes and
shout "00-la-la!" as Maurice Chevalierpromenades down the
Champs Elysees swinging his malacca cane. Then, tired but
happy, everyonegoes to the Ixmvre for bowls of onion soup.
Theprincipalindustry of France is cashing travellerschecks.
Well sir, Iguess that's all you need to know aboutFrance.
Xext week we willvisit the Land of the Midnight Sun—Spain.
I i!io3 MuShulnun* * *
Next week, every week, the best cigarette you can buy the
whole world over is niter-tipped Marlboros—soft pack or
Flip-Top box—you get a lot to like.
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U.W. Rally Strangles S.U. Win Streak
Uyehara'sdouble andsingles by
Girard Stone and Stu Thomp-
son.
Two more runs came in the
sixth before reliever Frank
Keenan could get the last two
batters. Another run scored in
the eighthoff DennyHodovance.
Starter RudyD'Amico (1-3) was
the loser.
S.U. STARTED a comeback
in the ninth when, with one out,
Jerry Schatz walked. Pinch-
S.U.s nine-game win string
came to an end yesterday, with
a 6-4 loss to U.W. at Graves
field.
Glen Mattison's fourth home
runof the seasongave theChiefs
a 3-0 first inning lead. After
that, S.U. mustered only two
hits off Husky hurler JakeCupp
—singles by Dan Salceda and
Dave Borden.
THE HUSKIES scored a sin-
gle run in the third, then tied
the tally in the fifth on Les
hitter Steve Hunter fanned, but
Bill Wilber reached base on an
error, Schatz scoring on the
play. Steve Wandzilak walked.
LarryBuzzard then took a third
strike for the final out.
The Chieftains are now 16-6
for the season, 2-1 against the
Huskies. The two teams will
wind up their series Monday at
the White Center stadium.
The Chieftains recorded their
16th win of the season Wednes-
day when they beat the U. of
Puget Sound13-2. The S.U. team
came from a 1-0 deficit in the
bottom of the first inning to a
3-1lead whenMattisonhomered,
scoring Salceda and Bob Neu-
bauer.
The Chiefs scored the rest of
their runs on the strength of
home runs by Neubauer and




The Tartars and the Oly's
were victorious in intramural
softball competition yesterday.
The victory was the third in a
row for the Tartars this season
and the first for the Oly's.
The Beaver Hunters opened
thegameup with abangagainst
the Tartars, scoring three runs
in the first inning, but the Tar-
tars came back and weren't be-
hind the rest of the afternoon
after the third inning. The final
score in the close contest was
7-8 with the Tartarson top.
The Oly's won their contest
with the Pioneer Squares in a
seventh-inning rally when John
Thrush, Rich Demar and Frank
Frediani figured in scoring two
runs for the Oly's which gave
that team a 12-10 victory.
Tomorrow, Reynold's Raiders
will play the Rat Pack at 9 a.m.
in a rematch contest at Broad-
way field. The Menehunes and
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9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.on the Bellar-
mine patio. Couples only, casual
dress. Music by the Accents. $1.50
per couple. Tickets sold in Chief-
tain this morning. No tickets will
be soldat the door.
Meetings
Panxenia Club will discuss the




Frosh Class outing — Gold
Creek Park, 11:30 a.m.
International Club's "Kava-
rek" 8 p.m. to midnight in Bel-
larmine dining room. Dance fea-




Gavel Club will have election
of officers and presentation of
awards at 8 p.m. in the English
House.
Reminder
Those who have tickets to see
Alan Mowbray may return them




is the new president of the Ha-
waiian Club for the *63-64 school
year. Assisting him will be
Dennis Man as vicepresident.
Treasurer for the club will be
Victor Menezes. Secretary is
Lenora Akiona with Hermon
Marciel as publicity director.
ORIENTATION MEETING
Everyone interested in
working on frosh orientation
next year is invited to meet
with Dick Twohy, chairman,
at 1p.m. today,Barman Aud.
UP IN THE AIR is Christel Brellochs (left) over Marg
Raney'snews about the AWS spring fashion show, "C'est
Printemps." Spring fashions by Le-Jays will be modeled
by the AWS fashion board and best dressed girl finalists
at 8 p.m., Monday, in the Chieftain lounge.
'63 Aegis
On Press
The 1963 Aegiswill go to press
this afternoon, announced Kathy
Sifferman, Aegis editor-in-chief.
S.U.s yearbook is expected to
be ready for distribution by the
end of this month.
THIS YEAR'S annual will
contain 200 pages, eight more
than last year. It will also fea-
ture an activities index in addi-
tion to the student and faculty
indexes. The theme of the book
is unity at S.U. The two-toned
blue coverwasdesignedby Mrs.
RandolphMurray, junior.
"We tried to make the book's
divisions more specific this
year," said Kathy, explaining
layoutprocedures.
ALL FULL-TIME students
who have attended S.U. three
quarters may obtain their
annuals in the Aegis office,
Buhr 404.
YoungRepublicans Vote
Van Dyk as President
Dick Van Dyk, soph., is the
new president of the S.U. Young
Republicans for the next school
year.Helpinghim as vice-presi-
ident will be Don Ide, freshman.
Other officers include Cather-
ine Buck, secretary; J. D. Fit-
terer, treasurer, and Steve Star-
buck, publicity director.
. The officers, who wereelected
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